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Preface

What I recall clearly about the first true painting I ever did was the feeling that

night that something real was happening. I sensed it in my body, in my hand

holding the brush—a dash of yellow in the center, red close to the purple. I

moved quickly. The sky outside was dark, the house silent. A drop of bright or-

ange, more yellow, green. I wanted to paint the night, the windowpanes. My

mind was big and calm. There was only the soft air of evening and the direct

connection I felt with the pot of Johnny-jump-ups on the windowsill. Actually

there was no "I"; there were just distinct moments. A moment when I glanced

up at those faces bobbing at the end of stems; another moment—yellow—that

thought exploded in the hollow seat of my mind and my hand moved toward the

tin of watercolors. My breath was a warm tunnel. I saw a glint of light on the wa-

ter glass, on the kerosene lamp. I heard a moth bat at the screen. Black, I

thought—do I dare? Yes! I dipped the brush in water and into that round cake,

then over to the paper.

I had let go and let something larger than myself take over. I stepped out

of the way and let painting do painting. No Natalie and her bossy will, no tear of

rejection, no desire to be Rembrandt. Just raw hunger. I loved those little flowers

and wanted to capture them. Even more, I loved the moment. Those pans}

petals, the night, the droppings of color on the page.

I painted that picture years ago, but recently 1 looked at it again. 1 was

stunned. It had nothing of the grandeur I had imagined. It was a sweet painting

of purple flowers on a windowsill. None of the night was there, not even .u\\



black color. Where were the drops of bright orange on the Johnny-jump-ups?

Why were the dots of yellow so vague? Why had I chosen brown to till in the

windowpanes? Brown was meek, nothing like the flash and fever I remembered

feeling that night. Was I mistaken about the experience? No, but the experience

was in me, different from the result. The painting I thought about was the vision

in mv head, the one I couldn't get on paper.

I was disappointed, but then I realized nothing I have ever created held

the light the way a leaf did or caught the shadow in a white room. No paintine

I've done matched the peace I've felt at twilight or the feeling ot loss I've experi-

enced at bleached high noon in New Mexico. But I wasn't going to let that stop

me. I was crazy about the wrong color sky and the heart-sinking beckoning of

headlights on old cars. I painted for that terrible overused word that a writer

should never utter: love. For that reason, I kept trying to catch up to the picture

just ahead of me in mv mind and before me on the porch.

xa
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chapter 1

How I Paint

Twenty years ago, I was teaching part-time at an alternative elementary school

in Taos. I borrowed one of those inexpensive boxes of kids' watercolors—an ob-

long case that snapped open, with six cakes of primary color and a ridiculous

paintbrush with the bristles so awry they looked like cat's whiskers. I got a cheap

sketch pad at the drugstore and I began to paint.

In those years, because I had little money and writing was my conscious

love, it never occurred to me to buy a better brush or paints. I worked for two

years with only the six basic colors (I kept borrowing kids' watercolor sets from

the art teacher). This turned out to be a great advantage: I learned color, how

red looked next to orange, how it mixed terribly with green, how purple so often

disappointed me and how to make turquoise out of blue and yellow.

I took my paints and the fountain pen 1 used tor writing and 1 sat in

front of my friend Gini's funky adobe higher up on the hill. I tirst drew that

house with my pen and then colored the drawing in with my paints. I found out

that the pen ink ran with the watercolors. I liked that. 1 thought it looked

artistic.
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My idea of "artistic" came from Neu Yorker covers and from the cartoon

drawings inside. My family didn't subscribe to the magazine, but I must have

read it in dentists' and orthodontists' reception rooms. I was an inordinate eater

of Hershey bars and Hydrox sandwich cookies and eventually had a cavity in

every molar and bicuspid in my mouth. And my two front teeth were so buck I

could shoot bubblegum through them. I spent a lot ot time in dentists' offices,

and as I waited for my turn to sit in the horntic chair, I paged through the maga-

zines with the best pictures on the covers. Art was a whimsy ot line and charac-

ter; art was black contours, a wash of color and shade.

In those early Taos years, I developed a commitment that once I began a

drawing, no matter how bad it was, I had to finish it. This understanding of com-

mitment came from writing. Quitting in the middle of a writing exercise rein-

forced my internal critic, who said that I couldn't do it, or it was boring, or 1 was

lost. But continuing to write—finishing—weakened my fear, my doubt, my dis-

belief in myself. Now with writing, this was all conscious. I wanted to be a writer

more than anything else in the world and paid a lot of attention to it. I uncon-

sciously carried this habit over to my painting. When I painted, I heard a voice

calling from some far distant place: Finish that painting, even though you're cer-

tain it doesn't look like what's in tront ot you. Do it now. No whining. And I

submitted. I continued to fill in detail as I sat in front ot Gini's house, my back

baking in the sun.
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Qini's Kitchen, Tods,

New Mexico, 1992

And as I worked, I realized I wasn't a great judge of my pictures anyway.

There wasn't any real good or bad. I simply merged with line and color. I stayed

with what was and stayed away from evaluation. If there were tour windowpanes

on a house, I drew four. If Gini's dog, Jazz, walked by in front of me, I drew him in.

I noticed that the blue of my paints wasn't blue enough to net the inten-

sity of that New Mexico sky. I painted the sky red instead. 1 painted Jazz yellow.

He was a brown dog, but yellow expressed him better. Color became fluid.
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Blue House,

Santa Fe, 1984

Leaves did not have to be green because I saw them that way. I added turquoise

to them, then mixed blue with black and splashed on navy, which added a touch

ot melancholy—after all it was the end of summer.

I was delighted one day to paint an adobe house blue. Stepping through

the belief that I must paint mud brown, I experienced an explosion of energy and

freedom. It was as though that blue paint were a sword slashing through illusion,

bringing me into direct connection with the house's essence. Objects began to

dance unhinged from their proper pigment. That man is green, those sheep are
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maroon, that horse is scarlet, I suddenly wanted to shout with a new-found free-

dom as I gazed around me from the hilltop where I had drawn the blue house.

Two years earlier I'd been a student teacher in a small town forty-five

minutes outside of Ann Arbor. My supervisor told me repeatedly, "If you want to

explain this"—she tapped the wooden desk in front of her
—

"you always have to

go way out there and begin by explaining that." She pointed to the far corner of

the room where a bookshelf stood. In other words, if you want to explain one

thing, you have to begin with another; to talk of death, begin by speaking of

birth. If you want students to write love poems, don't start by reading them the

great love poems of the twentieth century and then say, "Okay, now you do it."

Rather, read them a bunch of poems about tomatoes and parsnips and then sur-

prise them: "Okay, now let's see if you can write a love poem." You could call

this "the jolt method" of teaching—you surprise the students or stun them with

contrast. I realized if I wanted someone to see the beauty I saw from that hilltop,

I'd have to paint the white sheep orange and give the horse the sun's hue. By go-

ing far away, by turning things inside-out, I could communicate what was right

there in front of me. The supervising teacher was talking about metaphor as a

teaching technique. I was learning metaphor through color on that hillside.

But mostly I was playing. Writing was the eldest son being groomed to su<

ceed. I put all my effort into writing. Painting was a younger child left alone h\ an

exhausted parent. Each day after I wrote and taught at the school in Taos, 1 could

go out in the late afternoon and paint green chickens and cockeyed red goats.
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Ecuador Drawing, 1 990

Drawing the outline tirst with mv pen was important. It was how I created struc-

ture for my painting. I remembered mv college friend Carol telling me that as a

young girl she colored in the black-and-white drawings of tashion models in the

Sunday New York Times. Essentially, I was doing the same thing, but I used paint

instead of crayons, and I drew the drawing myself. And the drawing was not just

a skeleton to be fleshed out, like an outline in writing. The line was more like

the thin wire some stores use to cut cheese. The wire otten disappears from sight

in the center ot a cheddai wheel, but it still separates the wedges. The drawing

in mv paintings might become blurred, almost gone, in its contact with water-

color, but it still helped me create the shape ot the painting.
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Ecuador. 1990

When I was out scouting things to draw, I slowed down. I noticed door-

knobs, light posts, the peeled paint of a gate. As I slowed down things became

brilliant. Grass growing through a cement crack, a stop sign— its glowing yellow-

octagonal shape outlined in thick black—suddenly mattered, because 1 saw

them. If a house was shabby, ill cared for, I was attracted to it. If a cafe had

square linoleum tiles, odd wooden chairs, thick old plastic-covered booths, I

wanted to draw it. And if I'd written well in that place earlier in the day, the

good energy seemed to linger there and pull me back.

Many years later, when I lived in Minneapolis, I was depressed at so

many gray days. Then, one day as I was out searching for something to draw, 1
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stopped and really looked at the gray of the stuccoed church on the corner

against the gray of the Minnesota sky. Suddenly I appreciated that color. I saw-

how one gray could trame another gray. I also felt the gray Mississippi at mv hack

several miles away and I knew it I drew a picture ot that stuccoed church, I

wanted the presence of that river in the picture just as I was teeling it, even it I

never put a river in the painting.

I thought about what Hemingway said about writing: It you know a

thing, it is in your work whether you write about it or not. So if I drew that gray

church t^n the corner with the immense gray sky above and behind it and I telt

that river— its movement and history, its connection to Mark Twain and Huck

Finn, its unending dark water heading toward New Orleans past old river towns,

through the center of America itself—the river might not be in the painting but

a sense of hugeness would be held in the color gray, a sense of afternoon and

timelessness and the expanse of the fields that the river flowed through.

When I drew I wanted to express the friendliness I felt toward the thing

standing in front of me. As I drew, it became a kindred spirit. With our human

chauvinism we tend to think that chairs or saltshakers, buildings, mountains, or

clouds, have no feelings, but what do we know' Everything is speaking it we lis-

ten. A rock just talks slower. It takes a hundred years tor it to say one syllable.

We're not around long enough to hear what it has to say.

I never erased a line I didn't like in order to put down what I thought

was a more correct line. What's correct anyway? One of my triends, looking at
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Dog, 1984

my paintings, said, "Everything you draw looks like the way I saw when 1 took

LSD." Just the act of trying to replicate a tree, a moon, an Oldsmobile out there

on paper made me silly. Often when I painted I was laughing.

I enjoyed the sudden awareness I had of a truck's face or ;i chair's wiggle.

I got lost in the swirl of an old rag rug or the tilt of a lamp. I delighted in having

a blue car and a minivan stand on two wheels like bucking broncos right in the

middle of downtown Minneapolis. And if I wanted something that wasn't there
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Ecuador Church

Drawing, 1990

10

before me. I added it: birds in the sky,

chickens pecking at the ground, yellow

ducks crossing a street.

But still the structure of having

something before me concretely that I

was trying to draw was important. It di-

rected me outside myself. I couldn't get

as lost in my mind as I could in writing;

I had to connect with that chair, that

tree, however ridiculous it seemed on

paper. This was good. It kept me stable.

Nat, there's a goat out there. You have

something to do; go sit in front of that

animal and draw it. Without that struc-

ture I just doodled hearts and circles all

over my notebooks and phone books. But give me a goat—or a counter behind a

chair and table with a ceiling fan above—and I created a picture.

Once I had the line drawing, I colored it in. I tilled an old mayonnaise

jar with water, dipped in my brush, and wet the small paint cakes. I wanted the

truck red. I painted it red. It was not vibrant enough. I added orange. It began to

vibrate and the black ink of my pen ran and made the edges blurred. Here was

where I stopped Looking at anything except the picture before me. I forgot about
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Ecuadm Church, 1990
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the truck I had found an hour ago parked on a dusty road, which I had squatted

in front of to draw.

At the beginning, for my first ten paintings or so, I actually took the

paints outside with me; after I drew something, I painted it right there. I needed

direct contact with the object in front of me to feel secure.

After a while, I didn't need to take my paints when I wanted to draw. I'd

bring the drawing home, place it on my kitchen table and I'd listen. My mind

was no longer up in the area above my eyebrows; my mind was my whole body.

My hands moved the brush by their own natural force. I worked by instinct,

heard cues from the objects in the picture and from my heart and blood vessels.

If green flashed through my mind, I painted a cup green; if blue flashed

for a wall, I painted the wall blue. I listened; I listened. Sometimes I thought, no,

don't do that! I stopped the rhythm and my painting got blurred. I then tried to

paint the sky blue as I thought it should be. Well, it looked terrible and I tried to

cover it with red. It made a sick maroon and my heart sank, but I'd been working

for three hours on the painting already. I couldn't think "ruined." I kept going

and took off from a maroon sky into a different relationship with the rest oi the

picture.

I usually worked around the whole surface of a painting, making sure colors were

balanced. For instance, if I had a big hot-pink lawn chair smashed into the left

12 corner of a painting, I'd make sure there was at least a hint of pink in the skw as
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though the intense energy of that color in the lawn chair reverberated even into

the heavens. Or I would put an equally powerful color on a big object over in the

upper right-hand corner. A huge orange sun or a deep red airplane might do.

The airplane would match the lawn chair's intensity and hold the picture in har-

mony.

Sometimes balance would come simply because I chose green, red and

purple for the dominant colors, and I'd make sure the whole surface was equally

touched by all three. This did not mean that if there were two purple flowers

there must be two red and two green flowers. It meant that the viewer had a

sense of the greenness, the purpleness and the redness of the picture. How did I

discover this? After all, I wasn't schooled in art. I think I found my balance

when I let go and allowed line and color to sing to me and let my own body echo

back the song.

Balance was important in the drawing, too. It was how I got the objects in the

drawing to relate to each other. Usually I just got excited about something, like ,1

cafe scene, and zoomed into that: drawing chairs, their legs, seats, back supports,

all dancing around a round table. Then I stopped and looked: Why the whole

thing was floating in space! I'd better give the furniture a floor to stand on, I'd

think to myself. I'd draw square tiles for linoleum under the legs of the table and

chairs. Then I'd look up from the drawing. I was in a bakery. I'd pick up iu\ pen

again and border the upper part of the picture with ;i ul.iss counter displaying / ^
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Tassajara Bakery,

San Francisco,

1981

*4

muffins, cookies, breads.

Then I'd add a storefront

window at an angle to the

haked goods counter to con-

tain the picture. Now the

square-tiled tloor didn't run

off the page. I'd have the de-

light of putting letters on the

storetront. I managed to fit in

the T-A-S o\ Tassajara and

the B—the A was slightly ob-

scured by a chair hack—and

K ot bakerv.

This kind of balance was

more natural to me than per-

spective. Perspective is a way

to make objects "lie down" in

a painting. In the Western

world, we have a notion that things recede and converge as they go farther away.

You're supposed to draw them smaller and at a certain angle to make them look

distant. I remember learning one-point perspective in seventh grade in the one

art class I took. The guide lines had to be made just so, and we used rulers as we
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did in math class. I did everything the teacher said and I was even interested in the

"idea," how you made everything move back to a point in the distance, but it was

sobering and made me quiet. Thirteen years later, when I began to draw in Taos, I

think I intuitively suspected that perspective would put me outside the painting. I

didn't want that. I wanted to get close to those tables and chairs, to jump in and

feel myself dancing with them, even as I sat drawing them. I didn't want things to

lie down; I wanted them to come forward, to beckon and call, to be noticed on the

paper as I was noticing them in real life. I wanted the viewer to have a direct con-

nection with the objects, to feel as happy as 1 was in their presence.

On the other hand, while the tables and chairs were dancing, I didn't want

them to fall off the page. I had to anchor them to the floor and then anchor the

floor to the surroundings. And maybe because I am a writer and like details, I

wanted to get the place right. This was the Tassajara Bakery, for heaven's sake, the

bakery that evolved out of the Tassajara Bread Book that Zen monk Ed Brown wrote

and that I read in Ann Arbor when I was twenty-one and then made my first

Swedish rye.

Before that I didn't know normal people could bake bread. At home, we

always bought those fluffy white loaves in cellophane packages at the AckP and

Waldbaum's. But when 1 called my grandmother in New York to proclaim my

baking victory, she was dismayed. "Sweetheart, please, I'll send you the money.

You shouldn't have to work so hard. Only poor people bake their own bread.

We're in America now." '5
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The Tygers,

\ linneapolis , 1 992

But I continued to make bread, and when I arrived at the San Francisco

bakery ten years later, I recognized the loaves on display without even reading

the signs. I knew about the magic of yeast and pastrv dough and the sponge

method tor rising. The Tassajara Bakery was important to me. I wanted to ac-

knowledge its existence with my painting.

16

Ten years after I began painting, I also began to create occasional imaginary

scenes, such as the Tygers' little league game (although I drew it while I was

watching kids' games in a St. Paul park), or a picture called Racing to Santa Fe

that I envisioned as I literally raced one ni^ht in my car trom Taos to Santa Fe
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Wedding in Israel, 1985
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for an appointment that I was late for. In my mind, I was on a bicycle instead,

enjoying the stars and the mountain air.

Someone once asked me to paint a picture they could give as a gift for a

Jewish wedding. I made it up completely. I placed the picture in Israel with goats

and sheep in the hills, a small gray temple— I quickly ran to the scriptures to

copy out some Hebrew words to etch on the building. What those words mean

escapes me now. I painted a huppah, the traditional wedding canopy, on the hill-

side, and had a pink car drive by with a "Just Married" banner waving behind it.

Then, as though a glow lit inside me, I added a cemetery and erected gravestones

bearing the names of the wedding couple and all the guests. My mind had sud-

denly taken a leap from Judaism to the Buddhist truth of impermanence and the

knowledge that yes, indeed, someday we all will die. I was delighted by that Zen

inclusion and felt it was a "big picture," capable of holding paradoxes and con-

tradictions. However, the person who had commissioned the painting was horri-

fied. I quickly returned her money and sent the picture down to my parents in

Florida. I knew they'd be happy with a Jewish scene, whatever it was. Thev

promptly hung it next to the television set in the living room and proudly

pointed it out to their friends.

18



chapter 2

Hanging On to a Hershey Bar

Salt cedar is flowering pink at the tips of its delicate branches right now outside

my window. I admire the bushes every day, even take breaks from my work and

sit outside in a blue chair and stare at them for long moments. Do I think of

painting them? Never! Too hard. Too complicated. But when an old red car

whizzes by the corner, longing rises in my chest. 1 want that on paper, and I

know I am capable of fulfilling that task. The car was made by humans.

A part of me does not want to face the tangled green of nature. That part

would prefer hanging out in a candy store, tightly gripping a Hershey bar and

feeling the world secure around her. And I am sure it is this part of me, the

young Natalie, who paints. And while adult Natalie is willing to face the cruel-

ties and mysteries of life, the child wants to stay where she is forever. No mo-

ment but now. She does not want to develop or grow. She wants life easy and hill

of reliable pleasure.

Was my childhood that wonderful? No, bur an element of it was. It had

to do with my grandfather. Whenever I look at my paintings, I see him— not im

adored grandmother, whom I've written about—but my sweet, gentle and quiet 10
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Red Truck, Santa Fe, 1984
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grandfather. I see him in my painting of a large yellow duck crossing the road by

a red truck, in the painting I did of a farm in Ecuador, in the apartment in

Jerusalem, in the sun-drenched leaning Palm Beach houses, and in the holly-

hocks in front of the pink adobe in Taos. I see something of well-being, of

contentment and acceptance in these paintings, something cheerful and unpre-

tentious, something ordinary and elemental: comfortable chairs and couches,

sunny days, no sorrow or loss, a sense of stability and well-being. This is what my

grandfather meant to me and what he gave me, and this energy is what I have

transferred into painting.

He owned a big flatbed truck and every morning at 4 A.M. he drove it

across the Williamsburg Bridge into New York City to pick up live poultry in

wooden crates, and then back again to Brooklyn where he and his wife and older

son, Manny, sold them at his market. I never actually saw the truck. My grandfa-

ther was out of the poultry business by the time I was born, the first child of his

youngest daughter, but I imagined that truck in my child's mind, the front grill-

work and the slow, ambling movement, balancing hens and capons in the back. I

was six, about to begin first grade, when he and Grandma came to live with us,

and it is that age—six or seven—that I feel I enter when I paint.

Sitting at the kitchen table, my grandfather ate all the leftover stale

bread. Sometimes, the bread was so brittle it cracked in halt. I le saved paper

napkins and used them again. He carefully cleaned up the crumbs on the table

cloth. He drank three-day-old bitter coffee. Maybe that sounds stingy or tight, a I
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Chevrolet,

Point Reyes, 1995

22

hut I never experienced it that way. I felt in him a reverence for life, a kind ten-

derness and humility. He never made me eat the things he did and orten in the

morning he made my bed before I got a chance, and then cheerfully and quietlv

washed the dishes. One vear, my sister and I received babv chicks for Passover.

We lost interest in them soon after we named them Ginger and Daisy, but

Grandpa cared for them in the garage.

Each day when we came home from school, he would be sitting in the

driveway on a lawn chair in his brown pin-striped suit and slouch fedora, smok-
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ing a short brown stogie and reading the Yiddish newspaper. He'd look up when

the yellow bus dropped us off in front of our house. "Hello, darlings," he'd say.

"What did you learn today?" He thought school was a fine thing, so I did, too.

He owned a 1950 green Plymouth station wagon and I remember its

round full trunk, like the behind of a stout pig, parked out front by the curb, near

the thin maple saplings we planted in our new suburban development. In the

middle of a boring Saturday, I could go to him. "Grandpa, could you drive us to

Smile's five-and-ten to buy some doll clothes?"

"Certainly, sweetheart," I was sure he'd answer, "but first wipe the milk

mustache from your upper lip," and he'd produce a folded handkerchief from his

trouser pocket.

It was a wonder to me to drive in the tan back seat next to my best

friend, Jo Ann Carosella, as though I had my own private taxi and chauffeur. My

grandfather drove with care the five miles down Hempstead Turnpike, and we

watched the hardware store, bank and library go by in slow motion.

I think it amazed me to have an adult who wanted to please me, who had

the time and patience to do something with me. It telt like a secret world, this

time with my grandfather. My father was busy at work, my mother was con-

cerned with mopping the kitchen floor and getting us off to school, and the love

between my grandmother and me was different. She wanted me to learn the

family's history and how to make blintzes. Acceptance and tenderness came from

my grandfather. His world was simple, regular, predictable and very comforting.
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Kiiock-Kneed Car, 1984



Hanging On to a Hershey Bar

Each day at 5 P.M., before dinner, he took a walk around the block. He swung his

arms energetically as he walked, because he had heard it was good exercise. The

children in the neighborhood would run out, calling, "Grandpa Cookie,

Grandpa Cookie!" On several occasions he had given out vanilla wafers.

Every evening he listened to the news, and I would interrupt him to

model the new dress my mother had bought me that day. 1 could always rely on

his compliments. "Darling, you look lovely," and then I'd lean over—he had

brought his lawn chair into the bedroom and placed it in front of the radio—and

he'd plant a kiss on my cheek. When I was thirteen, I walked into his room to

display a daring bikini and received the same assurance of my fine loveliness. He

made me feel okay about my awkward, exposed body.

Only once did he admonish me. Dungarees, as we called them then,

were coming into fashion. I tried a new pair on for him.

"Darling," he said, "young ladies do not wear these."

I took them off, told my mother to return them to May's department

store, and never wore jeans again—not so much because 1 cared about being a

"lady" as that it displeased my grandfather.

His sense of humor showed itself when we would go out to a restaurant

for dinner. As a busy waiter scurried past with his arms full of platters and dishes,

my grandfather would look up, a small smile on his face, and say, "Excuse me, Jo

you have a match
.'"

Often he said it too quietly for the waiter to hear, but it always brought
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peals of laughter trom me and my sister Romi. Once, though, in the Oceantront

Diner, the waiter did spin around and spit out, "What was that, sir?" Romi and I

grew tense. What would Grandpa do?

"You have a green grasshopper on your collar, young man," he quietly

told him.

I see this slightly surrealistic humor in my paintings. Just yesterday I drew

a view from my desk. When I looked at it later, it felt too stuffy. I added a framed

portrait of a kid sticking out his tongue over the antique lamp.

There is a photo of me, my head just higher than the white-clothed

kitchen table, a harrette in my wispy brown hair, looking over at my grandfather

sitting in his paisley bathrobe, counting out change. He is rolling titty pennies

into brown bank paper. I am watching intently, because I earnestly want to learn

how to do it. He would put the rolled pennies in his top bureau drawer where he

usually kept loose coins. There was nothing else in that drawer but a white han-

kie he had folded neatly in the back. I often looked in that drawer. One day, I

opened the drawer and there was a penny ensconced in a silver ring and it said

Good Luck. I paused a moment and then took that lucky penny ring and put it

in my brown corduroy pants pocket. I knew I was stealing—and from my darling

grandfather no less!—but the urge was overwhelming. I don't think I ever re-

turned it, and I have no idea what I did with it. It was my one transgression of

his affection. Otherwise, with him, I learned what a normal thing love can be,

28 an uncomplicated phenomenon in the regular order ot things.
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My grandparents went down to Miami Beach for several months each

winter and over one Easter vacation we drove south through the Eastern states

bordering the Atlantic in my father's tan Buick to see them. When I first began

to paint in Taos and 1 went to visit my parents, who had moved to Florida, I

painted a number of those old Miami Beach art deco hotels. Few o( those paint-

ings have survived, but one is of the pink New Yorker Hotel, which was one

block over from the beach where my grandparents stayed. The day after I drew

it, I walked by only to see a huge crane swinging a wrecking ball against its

lovely face.

I never think of drawing a new building. Only the old, the dilapidated,

the uncared for and unnoticed draw my attention. Even in sparkling Palm

Beach, I manage to find a fading, pink stucco house with a ragged blue awning

and a creaky window balcony, or a poor-looking blue house with a gray door and

an anemic palm tree leaning close to it. I like to paint what is marginal, what

will not last. I wanted my grandfather to last. I painted my love for him in every

building I did, in every old car like his I saw in Taos or Minneapolis and in every

truck I imagined he carried poultry in. And I threw chickens and ducks into tin

paintings because he worked with them all his life.

My bathroom paintings come from him, too. My sister and I shared a

bedroom next to my grandparents' bedroom, and all tour of us shared a small

bathroom. I remember the light tap on the door. "Darling, are you finished in

there?" my grandfather's voice would sift around the wooden door-frame. Well, 2Q
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no, I wasn't. I was trying on red nail

polish. Very soon, there would be an-

other tap. "Are you done, sweetheart?"

In that bathroom, enema bags

hung from the shower curtain rod, false

teeth sat in a glass by the sink, a hot

water bag descended from the tub noz-

zle. There were foot bunion aids, salves

for boils, arthritis and rheumatism, pills

for indigestion, high blood pressure and

diarrhea. I could see that bathrooms

were a hot spot for adults. Later I felt

an urgent need to paint them, espe-

cially if they had colored tiles, a rickety radiator, a claw-footed tub and cracked

linoleum.

About fifteen years ago, in a dream, my grandfather came to me out of

the grave with his face painted white and his body black. He bent low, whisper-

ing in my ear, "Tell our stories. Don't forget us." The kind oi relationship 1 had

with him, what he transmitted to me, has permeated my paintings, as n has niv

life—a silent layer of protection and humor in a chaotic world.

We think people die—and they do die—but my grandfather lias lived

with me all these past twenty years while I painted, in the same way he lived in

Radiator, 1 980

\i
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mv lite: a secret, quiet wonder, not the mam attraction, like writing, but some-

thing that sustained mv deepest work. He died when I was twenty-four. I began

painting soon after that, and although he was physically gone, he flowed over

into my colored pictures and never lett me.

32



chapter 3

When Painting Became a Jewish Thing

Uncle Manny and Aunt Priscilla discovered Europe in the late 1950s, first sail-

ing over on a luxury liner, and later flying several times, taking photos of Am-

sterdam, Rome, Florence and Paris. Then they'd come home to their apartment

in Flatbush and on weekends drive out to my family of barbarians on Long Island

and show us their slides. There was the Eiffel Tower, the Seine River, my aunt

waving from the doorway of the Uffizi Gallery, my uncle standing next to

Michelangelo's David.

Munching on one of my grandmother's raspberry cookies, I would sir at

the dining room table, poring over postcards of twisted women by Picasso and

listening to Aunt Priscilla exclaim over van Gogh's colors. She pronounced

"Gogh" like "Hock," putting plenty of breath on the "H." She'd learned how to

do that when she was touring in Holland. I'd hear Aunt Priscilla tell my mother,

"Why, Sylvia, this child [meaning me] must learn about him." I don't think my

mother felt such urgency, but I thought Aunt Priscilla was right, as I gulped

down a glass of milk and got a stomachache. I was glad to learn about him, and

about Matisse and Cezanne, too. ; ^
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Manny and Priscilla were like messengers from another world. I'd look at

a picture of a Modigliani painting and then I'd look hack across the room at my

aunt, her high cheekbones and thin lips. I'd look at a postcard of a Chagall and

then stare at the yellow silk pants that my uncle was wearing that Saturday. Not

that the man in the Chagall painting had yellow pants, hut they both had the

quality of being wondrously strange and attractive to me. My comfortable child-

hood—bounded by the mailbox a block away, the school bus stop on the corner,

Howard Johnson's on Hempstead Turnpike—was suddenly cracking open. There

was another world—and it was related to me! Uncle Manny was my mother's

older brother, and a doctor, my mother would remind me.

In the fall, Manny and Priscilla would drive miles out of their way to

New England in order to see the "foliage." Aunt Priscilla pronounced that word

for leaves like a high note in an opera. During summer vacation, their daughter

Nanci came home from Brandeis University and sat on the redwood picnic table

in our back patio and sang "We Shall Overcome" on her guitar. She was the only

person I knew going to college. Before she left for her freshman year, I remember

her practicing the pronunciation of words like "dog." She said she wanted to lose

her Brooklyn accent. What accent? Everyone in my family sounded alike.

On Passover, we visited their apartment at One Tennis Court. Every

inch of their living room, hallways, dining room, bedroom, even their bathroom

and my Uncle Manny's reception room for his office, which was connected to

34 their apartment, was covered with paintings and prints they had acquired on
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their travels. The frames were ornate gold or mahogany. With the delicious smell

of chicken and hrisket watting in from the kitchen, I asked why the number

eleven over one hundred was penciled into the left-hand corner of a picture. My

aunt came from the kitchen, leaned over and looked through her spectacles,

wiping her hands with her apron. "This is a lithograph by Daumier," she told me.

And she explained how it had been made and what the numbers meant. She was

delighted that I was interested in her world and she wanted me to understand.

The fact alone that an adult took the time to explain something to me lit a light

in my dark and ignorant world. Now I was proud to understand the numbers in

lithographs. My aunt went back to cooking and I eagerly took in the next pic-

ture.

It was a framed old newspaper print and it had words I could read—

I

liked that. It said, "Sketch published February 9, 1787, in Picadilly." That was a

long time ago, I thought. Even my grandmother wasn't born then. In bigger let-

ters was the title, Anticipation. The picture was of two bare-chested men, both

wearing boxing gloves, about to fight. One man was in orange knee-length

knickers. The other wore gold ones, had a much hairier chest, and he was about

to land a punch on the face of the opposite man, who was wearing a white wig

with a pony tail. Both were hefty and wore black shoes with buckles. There was

some writing above each head that I could not read. I stared at that picture for a

long time, trying to understand the title. I supposed that the "anticipation" was

36 the man waiting to get punched, though he looked pretty stoic to me. I didn't
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think to ask about this one— I might have learned that it was a political illustra-

tion—because dinner was finally ready.

As I bent over the chicken broth and matzo ball soup, I surmised that

painting was something good. And as I reached tor a Barton's chocolate truffle at

the end of the meal, I knew that art was a Jewish thing. Even Degas and Rouault

had something to do with my religion, because they were there on my relatives'

walls while we celebrated our holidays.

At that visit with Aunt Priscilla and Uncle Manny a seed was planted.

From then on, I began to notice paintings—one in the public library, two at the

beauty parlor, three in the waiting room when my tather consulted a lawyer. The

world of painting sprang up to illuminate my world.

38



chapter 4

Painting My Father

My mother was beautiful when I was growing up. I remember her thick, black,

curly hair, her shiny coal-black eyes, and her mouth of large white teeth and

dark red lipstick. I can even go way back to an afternoon as a young child when I

still drank a bottle, lying back on a green blanket, the bare branches tapping at

the window, my fingers entwined in the ecstasy of my mother's curls, those soft

hands of hers, with the thick gold wedding band, caressing my chest. I think it

was even way back then that I got the notion that love and good looks were

somehow connected.

We were a family interested in beauty. When I got older, I thought my

sister Romi was gorgeous and she thought I was. My Aunt Rae, on my father's

side, had a nose job and many suitors; Aunt Lil was notorious tor her long legs.

We learned early the Yiddish expressions, "chena madala"—pretty little girl—

and "mieskeit," a lemon, for someone who was not pretty.

Somehow, though, I have never chosen to paint my beautiful female rel-

atives. The only person I have ever painted is my father. 1 le was the one person

in our house who lived outside of sedate, middle-class values. I le gambled; he 19
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went to the race track; he yelled and flung his fists wildly as he sat in his under-

wear, intensely absorbed in the World Series on TV. He came and went to places

unknown to my sister and me. He didn't care about clothes, shopping or cook-

ing. He was a chink, a gap in mv claustrophobic childhood.

He stayed in bed late on Sunday mornings, and mv sister and I would run

down the hall full speed ahead, fling open the door and careen through the air,

pouncing on top o\ him, screaming, "Chaaarge!"

Mv mother would yell from the hallway, "Girls, please, you'll hurt your

womanly insides."

We didn't care. He grabbed us and we wrestled.

When my father taught me something—to swim, to play pool—he was

dead serious. He'd veil at us it we made a mistake, oblivious that we were young

girls and new at it. It was awful, but there was also something delicious about it. I

had a taste of the tough, real male world. You played hard. You weren't a sissy.

I remember only once when he went food shopping, and I got to go with

him. My mother had the flu and made a list of groceries tor us to pick up. As

soon as we entered Waldbaum's, he crumpled up the list, tlung it in a wastebas-

ket and said, "Let's go!" We flew down the aisles, throwing into the cart all his

favorites: canned sardines, kosher salami, a frozen pizza (I never even knew of

such a thing before), kosher pickles, sauerkraut, cherry vanilla ice cream,

saltines, and a Sara Lee pound cake. Every time he grabbed something oii the

40 shelf, he'd hold it up to me, and flick his eyebrows up and down, and I would
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convulse in laughter. I was wild to laugh. I was his best audience. It was exciting.

We were in a conspiracy together.

I remember another time, when I walked into the kitchen after everyone

had gone to sleep, and the light from the open refrigerator revealed my father

standing there, drinking straight out of the cold-water bottle. That was a cardi-

nal sin in our family. My mother repeated often that it would spread germs.

"Yup, I caught you," I pointed my finger.

"Don't tell," he said. "I love to drink from the bottey" (a term used in our

family for baby bottles).

We both burst out laughing. And again I felt something split open, just a

crack.

My father owned a bar in Farmingdale, New York. I often saw him in his

white pressed shirt sitting at the breakfast table, reading the newspaper and lift-

ing the white cup filled with coffee to his mouth. The Aero Tavern was five

miles away. Some weeks he worked nights. At 5 P.M., he would be eating a

T-bone steak with lots of ketchup before leaving. Again, he would be in his

white, long-sleeved, button-down, freshly pressed shirt. When he came home,

usually the sleeves were rolled half way to his elbows. He went to work six,

sometimes seven days a week, no matter what the weather. I remember him

bending over to put on heavy boots—the snow had drifted, no cars were

running—to walk to work. Nothing stopped him. No type o( weather, no ache or

pain. 4 1
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Ben, the Barteivler,

1978

The first painting I did of him was

in 1978, when he still owned that bar.

My parents were out visiting my hus-

band and me in Minneapolis, and one

afternoon in early August, I breezed

through the living room to the

screened-in porch, plopped myself

down in front of my father, who was on

the porch swing, and began to draw

him. I drew quickly, with no hesitation.

My mother leaned over when I

was done. "Oh, Daddy won't like that.

He doesn't look handsome/'

I held it up. Thev shook their

heads in unison.

"That's not me," my father said. "I'm good looking." I put the drawing

away.

42

During that visit he said to me, looking down at the floor boards, "I've

wasted my life at the Aero Tavern." He'd owned the Aero for thirty years.

I waited. Was he about to reveal his deep inner yearnings—to be a rabbi.
1

A poet? An explorer'

He looked up. "I could have made a killing in the vacuum-cleaning business."
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A month later I took the drawing of him out of a drawer. All I had to

do was fill in with a little color the truth that was already there on paper. Con-

trary to my parents' opinion, I knew it looked like him, but the painting de-

pressed me. I'd caught the sourness he felt toward life. I didn't want to think of

my father like that, but in truth he did have a powerful, heavy energy and a

certain bitterness, and there had always been fear mixed in with my excite-

ment around him. Once when I was about thirteen, sprawled out on the back

seat o( the Buick, I sang a rock'n'roll song about closing the door to tempta-

tion and not letting someone walk in. My father turned from the front seat

—

we were waiting for my mother outside the cleaners—and gave me a filthy

sneer, as though I'd done something terrible. I immediately clamped down and

shrank against the door. I had no idea what the song meant—I'd just heard it

on the radio.

When I sat in front of my father on that porch in Minneapolis, at the

age of thirty-one, I faced this bitter face again. My hand cut through with its

own life and drew what it instinctively saw. Ben, the Bartender made me uncom-

fortable, so I simply stuck it up in my attic, out of sight, and forgot it.

Two years later, having separated from my husband, I was depressed. My

parents called me on the phone. When they hung up, my mother later told me

that my father looked at her and said, "She's unhappy. Let's go see her."

They packed and the next day drove up from Florida—my father had re-

tired and they had moved there two months earlier. j ^
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Again, during that visit, I painted him. This one I simply titled Ben

Goldberg. He is wearing a navy-blue turtleneck sweater, a brown felr hat and a

ruby ring, the one his mother Rose had given him forty years earlier and that he

had newer taken off.

This time, when 1 held up the drawing, my mother clapped her hand>.

"That's him! That's him!"

"No, it isn't," my father said. Then he cocked his head and beean to

smile.

"Yes, yes, that's your look. Natli got it exactly right and those lips of

yours
—

" my mother cried.

"I don't like the double chin," he said.

"So lose weight," she tapped his belly.

This one I was more comfortable with. It was his suspicious Look, the one

he used when he was about to say, "You gotta be kidding," or when he got going

on how terrible the Beatles were, how they played their noisy music and his two

daughters took ott in the sixties for all corners of the country and never came

back.

When I look at the painting now, I also see a lot of sadness. I don't think

life turned out the way he would have liked, but I'm not sure what it was he

wanted—to score at the races? To win the lottery? To not have his mother die of

Parkinson'^ disease? He was raised as an Orthodox Jew, but when I was a child he

44 often proclaimed his atheism. 1 wonder it he hadn't once believed and God had
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BenQoldberg, 1979

somehow failed him. Who would make a world like this anyway? I could hear

him say, feeling betrayed at an essential spiritual level. You work hard and then

you die.

Then I did not paint him for ten years. By 1990, he was deep in retirement, and

I drew him asleep in his TV chair, having snoozed off watching a golf tourna-

ment, wearing a casual striped polo shirt and loose pants. 1 intuitively knew I'd

caught him and I tiptoed off. 45
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In 1993, I sketch him again when I'm down visiting in Florida.

I say, "C'mon, let me draw you," and now he likes the attention. I imag-

ine it feels to him like being a young child and your mother gently looking

through your hair, touching the nape of your neck, hunting for ticks after you've

been out playing in the woods. You are getting concentrated care from the one

person you want it from most.

My father's brother and two sisters are all dead by 1993 and his daughters

live tar away. He is glad I am sitting with him. He can almost feel my examina-

tion of the edge of his ear with my pen.

The first one I draw I know is not him. My mother walks by and offers

me butterscotch candies out of a china dish. I shake my head.

She leans over. "Naaa, that's not Daddy." She pauses. "Why don't you

draw me?" she pouts.

1 do another drawing. There he is, a vulnerable moment caught. I've

seen that face before. It is the one I adore. It is self-reflective, a moment of

recognition, usually followed by a sweet joke about himself. His shirt is open and

you can see some chest hairs. His hair is longer now. He's been retired tor thir-

teen years. He's softer, more liberal. He says he detested the Vietnam War. I

don't argue with him. When it was happening, he'd talk to his cronies at the

Aero about how we should nuke them into the Stone Age.

I remembered my world used to bewilder him. His essential understand-

46 ing came trom being a sergeant for five years during World War II. And I think
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though he says the war years were the best of his life—he got to travel, "see the

world"— it is where the deep sadness and disappointment were finalized.

Jim Perlman, my poetry publisher, told me once that his father was one

of the first Americans to liberate Auschwitz. Jim's mother said he was a different

person when he returned. He never talked much when Jim was growing up, and

the only thing that made him peaceful was planting and tending prize tomatoes

in his garden. Later, I dedicated a poem to Jim. Part of it reads:

I didn't know

we were the daughters of night guns

That our blood fathers were killers

That the heart was torn out of us

in World War II

Came to graze in ice cream parlors

quiet cricket streets

years later

like nothing ever happened

The Aero Tavern, which my father bought with an army friend, and

where he thought he wasted his life, was a result of those years overseas. 1 le

came home and didn't know what to do with himself. Life was scrambled after

the war. Men came back and wanted to settle quickly, put to rest what they bad 4;
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seen. They felt rootless. He grabbed something he'd never done before and knew

nothing about and tried to make a new beginning.

What I telt through my rather was something scary, unfathomable, dark,

also true and real about the world. When I sat in tront of him to draw, mv hand,

like a diviner striking water, acknowledged some root source of suffering, though

my conscious mind was not aware of it.

In the summer of 1994, my father and mother were due to visit me in

Taos. This time 1 was prepared: I bought good watercolor paper and even invited

some of my protessional painting friends to take a gander at his face. We set up

an afternoon at one of their studios.

I called my father and told him. I knew he would be pleased. He loves

contact with young people. In my mid-forties, I am still young to him.

He joked on the phone. "It took a lot to make this face. It doesn't go

cheap. I want to get paid."

When I picked my parents up a week later at the airport in Albuquerque,

his right elbow was in pain. He couldn't straighten it out. I took him to the

emergency room in Santa Fe, where my mother and I sat in the waiting room

while a medic examined and taped his arm.

When it was over, I took them to a good restaurant for dinner, to cheer

them up. My father ordered shrimp in garlic sauce with rice. His arm was in a

sling and he thought shrimp would be easy to eat because he didn't have to cut

50 them up. The restaurant served the shrimp with the shells on. Mv parents had
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never heard of anything like that. He

was disconsolate. He couldn't eat with-

out help.

As the week went on, his arm

felt a little better, but the seven-thou-

sand-foot altitude in Taos was hard on H
him. He wasn't hungry, he was tired, he

felt disoriented. He wanted to go home.

We canceled the painting session with

my friends.

He's getting old, I told myself

that night. This might be the last time

he's able to come here. I sat down at

my kitchen table. I felt everything

drain from me. I always knew this

would happen someday, but it was happening now, right in front of my tace.

And I couldn't do anything to stop it.

The next day, he felt a little better. I took them to an outdoor cafe facing

El Salto Mountain in Arroyo Seco.

"Hey," he said, "I'll try eating a little."

While he ate, I took out my pad, but the first drawing I did didn't look

like him. I couldn't touch with my pen how he felt, even though it was strong

Ben with Palm

Trees, 1996
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and thick in the air. The second drawing, well, maybe it had something but I

wasn't clear enough to tell right then.

A month after they left, I went camping along the Chama River by myself.

When 1 got there, 1 hunkered down in a folding chair under a big Cot-

tonwood with the pad containing the drawings of my father, opened my paints,

poured water from my canteen into a jar, leaned over, picked up a brush and

began.

Though the second drawing did not quite look like him, I knew I had

caught something there. The picture did not come easy and direct as it had with

other portraits of my father. I sat for the whole day painting, and I felt an aching

or a yearning—I'm not sure which—as I worked, something grinding deep inside

of me.

That night, I put up the tent. I did not feel brave enough to sleep outside

in my sleeping bag as I used to do. The sky was dark, immense, and I was alone.

The next morning, I ate some bread and cheese. I didn't bother to make

a fire and cook oatmeal. I was eager and nervous to look at yesterday's painting.

No, it wasn't finished yet. I began to work slowly. I painted the whites of his eyes

yellow. The background was yellow too. His skin had a green hue and his hair

was purple. His ears were outlined in green. I saw how tentative his lips looked. I

felt they wanted to say something but didn't.

I took several breaks. I went swimming in the river. I read short chapters

52 of Stones for Ibarra, by Harriet Doerr. Right from the beginning, it is clear that
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Richard Everton, the main character, will die in the end. The whole novel is an

exquisite unfolding or that fact.

1 was close to the finish ot the painting. I leaned it against the base of a

Cottonwood, stepped back, and saw it. The man's tace in the painting was full ot

tear. That's what I'd seen in my father's face that week. That's also what I'd felt.

I sat back down under the cottonwood. My father will die someday, I

thought to myself, and we're both afraid. His picture had brought me close to

him. I was once afraid of his darkness. Now I was afraid of his death.

54



chapter 5

Twelve Paintings in Europe

The first time I went to Paris was with my close friend Barbara from Nebraska. I

was thirty-six years old. We had a small cheap room in the Marais district, at the

Hotel Jeanne d'Arc, on the top floor where the ceiling was pitched steeply like

the roof. We had to walk up ten flights of stairs to get to it; there was no eleva-

tor. The walls were papered in pink flowers, and I slept on a cot along one wall

while Barbara lay in her bed in the middle of the room. The red-haired, high-

complexioned owner of the hotel did not speak English, and I loved practicing

my high school French, to her dismay.

"Avez-vous un vase?" I asked one afternoon, holding up a bouquet of

lilies I had just purchased in the market.

She took out a pair of scissors and cut the top off a plastic water Kittle.

"Un vase americain," she said tartly, and handed it to me.

Each day I would lean my drawing pad against my knee, my righr toot

propped on the large dormer ledge, the window wide open, and draw the tat iri-

descent pigeons and the steep blue slate rooftops oi Paris. Because 1 used the one

glass in the room for my brushes, Barb poured her red wine into the square white
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plastic Cinzano ashtray and sipped as she read aloud from A Moveable Feast. I de-

lighted at Hemingway's hunger and at the big meals and bottles of wine he drank

after he wrote.

I decided on the flight over that I was going to paint twelve pictures in

the month we were there. A casual six or nine or even eleven would not do. Our

first stop was Paris, and in the paper store there I tound une pochette de douze

feuilles (a folder of twelve sheets), suitable for crayon, ink, gouache, charcoal. I

planned to fill each page with a picture. I bought gouache cakes of six basic col-

ors. I felt proud to have graduated from kid's watercolor sets.

In each place we visited I painted our hotel room. I began to excel at

straightback wooden chairs, painted-wood doors, bureaus with lace doilies on

top and an oval mirror attached, chifforobes, pillows flopped onto beds, walls

with plaster cracks and uneven baseboards.

In Florence, I painted the Arno River and a bridge; in Zurich, the train

station; in Greece, on the island of Naxos, I painted a big ship and in another

picture I drew our big empty hotel room, looking out on the ocean, and the thin

white nylon curtains flapping back and forth across the sill of the open window.

Barbara would fall asleep early, exhausted from our day of sightseeing, and I

would paint until three or four in the morning. I telt a terrific urgency; I had to

fulfill my quota. The only light was from a small lamp near my bed; otherwise,

the room was dark and I could feel night out the window. Barbara threw off her

56 covers at seven, demanding, "Let's see it," and I would bounce out of bed with
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the energy of exhaustion and show her my wonderful new painting.

I think it was the last night on that Greek island that I did the first

painting that did not rely on any original detail in front of me. I trusted my

imagination completely—the confidence came from the full month of intense

picture practice. On that last morning on Naxos, I showed Barbara a painting of

a pink plane rising out of the Hudson River with a heart on one wing and

PARIS OR BUST printed boldly on the other. Ducks and an octopus were in

the water. It was that last night in the early hours that I felt our whole trip was a

victory. We had made it to Europe—how far we had come

!

The next day, we flew from Naxos to Athens, our treat to ourselves in-

stead of a twelve-hour ferry ride back to the mainland. I had eleven finished

paintings and the outline drawing for the twelfth. I packed that pochette de douze

feuilles into my small nylon gray suitcase and dropped it off at the baggage

counter. I never saw it again. I remember waiting at the conveyor belt in Athens

as the last bag appeared—not mine. I was sick to my stomach, standing empty-

handed in a plaid traveling dress. I pleaded with Olympia Airlines: You can have

my toothbrush, the new black dress I bought in Rome, my hairbrush, my jacket,

but let me have that packet of twelve papers crinkled with paint and color. I felt

an ache, a horrible longing to see those pictures again. I could not believe they

were gone.

When I got back to Taos, I used the psychology of a kid who falls off a

swing and gets right back on. Shaking, I said to myself, "Nat, you better go uet a 57
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School Bus,

Taos, 1984

pen, a piece of paper, and start drawing. Otherwise, you will never do it again.*
1

I

got mv pad and paints and plopped myself in front of a bus and drew it and then

added chickens and ducks and I kept yoing. I added a Mobil Oil sign, sunflowers,

yellow hills. I did thirty-five paintings that tall. I did not dare look back or

remember.
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chapter 6

A Deep Source of My Writing

In September 1986, I decided to stop painting. I was sitting on a wooden crate,

on a rooftop of a pensione on the Portuguese coast. It was my second visit to Eu-

rope. Two black, snarling dogs were chained to a gate on the next roof. The dark

immensity of the Mediterranean was in the distance, past the TV antennae and

electric wires. I stared up at the night sky and took a deep breath.

I am almost forty, I said to myself. I want to give everything to writing.

I was resolute. When I returned to the States a month later, I abandoned

painting. I resolved to put all my energy into the novel I was working on. At the

time, it seemed to express my dedication to writing. It seemed like a good idea. It

wasn't. I proceeded to hack my way through that novel for the next three years,

and I hated it. The only reason I continued was brute stubbornness and a faith in

practice under all circumstances.

Those were dark years. I rarely expressed to anyone how desperate I fell

about my work. I couldn't! I had just published a book that launched dentists,

quarry and factory workers, psychologists, housewives, Zen masters into their

notebooks, filling them madly in cafes and truck stops all over America, because so
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I had written so clearly and enthusiastically about writing. Meanwhile, I sat at

the Garden Restaurant on the Plaza in Taos, New Mexico, wishing I could

launch a new career myself—as a truck driver.

When I left painting, I didn't realize that I gave up a deep source of my

writing, that place in me where I can let my work flow. When I cut out painting,

I cut off that underground stream of mayhem, joy, nonsense, absurdity. Painting

was what continually kept those ducts clean and open, because I never took

painting seriously. Without painting, sludge gathered at the mouth of the river

and eventually clogged any flow. Writing received too much direct, conscious at-

tention. I strangled it. I understand now why couples have two children: so nei-

ther one can receive the force of all their love. It is too much. Without painting,

writing became a force-fed baby.

I didn't know then that color—the green of cottonwoods at the very ten-

tative beginning of spring, a worn gray lintel over a door, the fading turquoise on

my outdoor wooden bench—sustained my life, and that the vision I used for

painting actually brought me closer to the written word, that noticing a light

spray of brown freckles across a nose carried me into a deep desire to tell a story

and to explain relationships. When I painted, I was moved by rain, the light on

snow, how haze softened a mountain and tree.

For all the dozen years I had painted—and I began at the same time I

started to write and meditate— I never let it have meaning for me. I think I was

60 afraid I couldn't do too many things at once, that I would lose control and get
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Taos Book Shop,

1992

swallowed up. But by not being awake to painting's value in my life, I nearly lost

it altogether. It was not unlike cutting off my left arm, thinking it unnecessary

:

after all, didn't I hold a fork, a tennis racquet, a pen in my right hand? So for

four years I hobbled forward, cutting my way through the dense forest with a

writing tool in my right hand, not knowing how lonely I was for painting, my

lovely enricher and warm sustainer. 6l
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For so many years, I did writing practice beginning with "I'm remember-

ing," or "I'm thinking of," or "I'm looking at." Then I would take a break and

switch my writing to begin with "I'm not remembering," or "I'm not thinking of,"

or "I'm not looking at," always sensitive to rooting out the underbelly, the dark,

the unseen, the unnoticed. Painting should have been at the end of those

phrases: I'm not looking at painting; I'm not thinking of pain ring; I'm not remem-

bering painting.

I bought works by artists in and around Santa Fe and Taos until there

was no more room on my walls.

My friends would comment when they saw my purchases: "Hey, they

kinda look like yours."

And I nodded, knowing I bought them because I wanted to be doing

them. That promise I made on that roottop in Portugal carried more power than

I had understood.

Then I found out my beloved Zen teacher, Katagiri Roshi, had cancer.

For a year, I flew back and forth to Minneapolis. I had little time tor much else

than teaching and writing—and a constant prayer for his life.

On the night of February 28, 1990, I had this dream: I was standing in

Minneapolis with a group of friends. I told them that we each should find a spot

on the street and walk back and forth. I crossed the street and found my spot on

the corner. I walked back and forth, saying over and over, "It's vibrant." I

62 stopped. Suddenly I flung open my arms. I called out, "No! Vm vibrant!" empha-
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sizing the "I." And with that, everything became alive.

A beautiful thin maple with delicate green leaves was on the corner. It I

leaned my head in the right direction, a cloud was in the center of the tree. I

moved my head several times to see the cloud appear and disappear. I turned and

saw my friend farther down the block. She had found her spot and was walking

back and forth.

Just then, in early morning, the phone rang. A friend from Minneapolis

called. "Nat, Roshi died a few hours ago."

I hung up and lay in bed a long time. No more Katagiri, no more great

teacher, I whispered into the pillow over and over. Yes, I thought, the dream is

right—all of us in Minneapolis have to find our own spots now.

I also knew the dream was about painting. Only in my painting mind

could a cloud live in a tree. When I painted, boundaries dissolved—anything

was possible—life could reappear with color. And just then I wanted life to reap-

pear very badly.

I recalled something Katagiri had said: "A promise can be broken, bur be

careful of making vows. A vow cannot be turned from so easily, no matter how

hard we try."

I had made only a promise that night in Portugal. I could reclaim paint-

ing—I could do it, this time, for him.

A few months after Roshi's funeral, I began to contact painters with the

idea of interviewing them, to see if they too worked in other art forms. When 1 63
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quit painting, I did it under the assumption that one had to consolidate, not be

scattered, not do too many things. Somehow, in these interviews, I sought per-

mission to be all that I was—if I wanted to paint, to just let myself do it.

The first artist I visited was Ginger Mongiello, a fine abstract painter

from Taos. When I arrived at her place, I was surprised to find that half of her

studio contained a potter's wheel and shelves of drying clay vessels, cups, bowls

and plates.

"Oh," she said, "I use throwing pots to ground myself, to come back to

something familiar when my painting feels too unknowable—when I'm not sure

what is being formed. I also use pottery as a way to stay in touch with myself

—

touching clay helps— it holds a physical presence that enables me to go deeper

into my painting."

Pottery, she told me, used to be her main art form. She had been startled

to discover that a simple design, say a square with a cross, that she put on a plate

years ago now loomed large in a painting.

I felt affirmed; my mind expanded. I was enjoying myself, sitting in her

studio, munching on chocolate-covered graham crackers and sipping tea.

Then she stunned me: "You know what I'd really like to do is di-

vide my time between music and painting."

"Music?" I gasped, wiping a crumb from my lip. "You play the piano, too?"

"Yes, I play classical piano music, but I wish I could play improvisations.

I take improvisation into my painting."
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"But it someone asked you what you are, what would you say?" I quizzed.

"A painter," -he said clearly.

We went into the other halt of her studio. I immediately walked over to

two paintings Leaning against a wall. They seemed connected to each other in

that hoth had a strong black abstract rorm in the center and an explosion ot col-

ored energy that either reacted or emanated from that form.

"These are terrific," I exclaimed and peered at them. "How do you do it?"

She explained that she placed eight to ten sheets or paper on the floor.

Then with a huge calligraphy brush dipped in black sumi ink, she quickly, with-

out thought, tlew from paper to paper making dark strokes and slashes. Then she

paused a moment, surveyed the papers and more slowly, meditatively, applied a

few more brush strokes. She let them dry and then observed what she had done.

Maxbe out of ten, she said, she might tind one or two torms that inter-

ested her. She put the others aside and then worked with those two, responding

to the black streaks—sometimes ink drippings—with acrylics, pastels, pencils.

She said that although she explores many approaches and ideas, she

comes back to this one technique often. It feels like innate imagery for her, as

though it were her own body language.

When I left Ginger's, my mind telt as I imagined hers to be—a series of

mirrors, one semblance reflecting another: a Bach fugue manifested in the heart

of a painting; a gesture on paper casting back to a clay cup; a blue vase echoing a

66 harmonic scale that vibrated in red pencil.
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Without knowing it, I realized I had used painting for years as a meta-

phor or mirror to break out of something I didn't understand in writing. It 1

could capture that old tavern in Elk, California, I would understand how to write

about aging. If I could grasp how to set down that bus parked between the houses

and the smokestacks in the distance in Fort Bragg in early evening, I would

know something about Mendocino in winter. I'd be closer to season, changing

light and California, a state foreign to me.

As I turned onto the pavement from the dirt road, I remembered that for

over a year I had kept on the table next to my bed a postcard of a Duty painting

of the Nice shoreline. I would study it, morning after morning, to see how this

painter I loved used gestures of white over a darker blue background to indicate

clouds moving out to sea, and palms bending in the same direction as a tilting

sailboat in the distance to give a feeling of rising wind. I almost smelled the 6o
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oncoming rain and I loved the repeated red-tiled roofs. What pleasure I had felt

in that painting—it was called La Baie des Anges (Bay of the Angels). I'd let the

picture sink into my whole body. I didn't worry whether it fed my writing or

painting part; it ted all of me.

I recalled a fight I once had with a lover. We left each other angry. The

next day I took a long walk, looked up at the aspens, saw how their leaves had

changed. It is October, I said to myself. I stopped at a local grocery, bought an

apple, took a big bite out of it and turned the corner to my street. I hadn't

thought of my lover for a moment all afternoon; yet when I got home I went di-

rectly to the phone, picked up the receiver and called. "Let's make up. I miss

you," I said. I had moved into a new open space.

In this same way, I would call painting back into my life. Roshi was gone.

I needed everything that could nurture me.

7°
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At the Hotel Splendid

It was my first morning in Aix-en-Provence, the town where Cezanne was born

and lived most of his life, and where all those boys of that period in French art

—

Manet, Renoir, van Gogh—spent some time painting. Picasso was buried at his

home several kilometers away. I'd heard there was a special light in Provence. I

wanted to see it, but I felt competitive, too. What could outdo my precious New

Mexico light? I lay in my bed, six long flights up in a room I tell in love with the

moment I saw it: Dark flowered wallpaper, pink carpet, low bed, a plain, small

table by a window that pushed open to the tiled rooftops of all of Aix—and very

cheap. "Splendid, splendid, indeed," I repeated in my best Brooklyn-French ac-

cent as I watched the swallows circle ever higher in the blue sky of southern

France. Yes, it is a good sky, I thought. More sentimental, softer, more bourgeois

than the stark wild blue of Taos, but good just the same.

I managed to get up in time to have breakfast. It was served in the

scrungy first-floor bar, which also served as the lobby and reception desk. I sat at

a brown square table with a long thin glass of fresh-squeezed orange juice and a

thick white cup of coffee. Opposite me was a new painter friend, Phyllis, whom I 7/
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had just met at a three-week retreat with Zen master Thich Nhat Hanh at Plum

Village, near Bordeaux. It was now early July.

I admired the spoons. I had one in my cup and another in my glass of

juice. "The French know how to create spoons," 1 said. "There's a long thin one

for the glass, a small delicate one for the cup."

Phyllis agreed. "They are precise, the French." She paused. "I'm not pre-

cise. When I try to talk ahout my paintings, I can't. I begin with one thing and

that one thing has everything, so I can't shut up." She shook her head.

"Phyllis," I said, "you are southern. Southerners think like that. They

have a story for everything." Phyllis looked surprised. I nodded. "One of my clos-

est friends hack in New Mexico is from Baton Rouge."

I took a bite of my croissant. "Phyllis, when you write about your paint-

ings, you should begin by simply telling the truth. Say, 'I'm southern. One thing

contains everything. A glass is not a glass; it has a whole world. When I paint a

sunflower, there is a whole story.'
"

Phyllis whipped out a pen. "Wait a minute, let me get this down." She

grabbed a paper napkin and started to write. Then she paused and looked up.

"Natalie, I can't say I'm southern."

"Why not? You are, aren't you.'"

"Yes, but that's the one thing I try to avoid, especially living in New York

City. New Yorkers think Southerners are stupid."

J2 "Phyllis, are you going to make believe you're somebody else.' You can't
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be an artist and do that."

Just then I thought of my own

parents. Right before I left for France they

surprised me with a visit. As a treat, I took

them to the Coyote Cafe. While we were

eating salad, my mother looked around

and said, "We should have dressed up."

"It's okay, Mom. It's Santa Fe. No

one cares."

"Well, I do. I like to dress up. Now

when you go to France, I'm sure everyone

will be dressing up."

I nodded. We continued to eat.

The silence was long, but I wasn't uncom-

fortable with it. In years past, I'd had a need to share a lot with them and, nor

being able to for many reasons, the long dinner silences were unbearable. Now I

accepted the silence. We were eating lettuce, that was all. I was their daughter;

they were my parents. The connection was a long bloodline. That was deep

enough. I didn't have to share all my thoughts about life and art and writing and

my feelings.

The silence deepened. I was almost finished with my salad. It was deli-

cious. Out of nowhere, my father put his hand over mine. 1 looked up.

Deiix Qargons,

Aix-en-Provence,

1992
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"You know, Nat, about death." He paused. "Don't worn. It's nothing."

He nodded his head to reassure me, and then we both went back to our salad-.

My heart suddenly telt heaw sitting in the French cafe. Phyllis got up, telling

me she was oft to the museums. I continued to sit at the small table and turned

to look out the window. I ordered a Coca-Cola. I loved the straight-sided, clear

glasses they poured it in, right out of those green, old-fashioned bottles. An old

woman and a small dog on a leash walked by.

I thought about my painting and about what my father had said about

death. I wondered if my tear of death had something to do with how I painted. I

could never let myself just be with the realization that some day death would

happen to me—instead I'd grab tor an apple, bite out a chunk through the thin

skin, feel comfort in my tront teeth's contact and the crisp sound the bite made,

or I'd grab my jacket and go for a walk. In the same way, I could never just stay

with the starkness of a singular slash of paint across the page. My hand would

grab tor yellow and then I would want to add green. Pretty soon I would feel pur-

ple must have its due, and before long I'd have tilled a page. The result often felt

busy, too much, a trantic avoidance.

I remember once thinking I'd like to paint a triend's hiking boots. They

were a dusty blue, a shade I adored and did not have a precise name tor, and next

to this blue was a pale gray suede. Now those two colors together split open my

J4 heart, were pertect, whole in the universe. They woke yearning in me and I
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wanted to capture them. But I had the urge to add red shoelaces on those boots.

Those shoelaces, I thought, exemplified the problem, the crux of all my paintings.

I wanted the red, although I knew it distracted me from the simple perfection of

gray and blue, but when I painted the red, then I wanted to add a dash of orange,

and then, oh lord, how could I forget lime green. Pretty soon I missed pink, and

then I'd feel an urgency to brush a patina of turquoise in the background. In my

true ascetic heart, I would have been happy with the austerity of blue and gray

and a lot of empty space on paper, but always some surge of emotion urged me to

cover everything with color and fill in all the spaces. It was like what happened

when I spent a lovely afternoon at a lake. I would begin to think how I could

have more of that happiness. I could earn more money, buy a cabin and maybe

take off three weeks to be there. I'd need at least four new bathing suits; I must be

careful of so much sun—and the mosquitoes!

—

I'll need to screen in the front

porch. Pretty soon this one lovely afternoon has led to a monster plan to ensure

less time at the lake, more time with the upkeep of a vacation home.

With painting, too, the only real simplicity I found seemed to be in the

simplicity of the moment, that one moment I leaned over the paper and added

maroon to the page, then the next moment when I added black. Simplicity

never was in the whole result. Maybe the true wish of my heart was not simplic-

ity but only to manifest myself—if I feared death, let me fill my paintings with

its opposite, life.

Now I was really settling into my musing. This was my idea of lite m
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France: contemplating art and death for endless hours in a cafe, no one rushing

me to pay my hill. I asked the waitress for some Gaulois cigarettes.

"Unfiltered," I requested. Didn't Hemingway hang out in cafes, with

James Joyce at a nearby table?

I remembered a long time ago seeing a black-and-white photo of the

painter John Marin, taken by Paul Strand around 1930, when Marin was staying

in Taos. He had on baggy cotton pants, a long cardigan sweater, a scraggly hat;

one leg was far forward, leaning toward his easel. In the background was a river.

His neck muscles were tense, his face almost hawklike, he had a cigarette hang-

ing out of his mouth. That one gesture said it for me—though art was intense,

there was also a nonchalance in the puff, the smoke, the ease of tobacco.

I ordered unfiltered, because it seemed more raw, closer to the heart of

things—well at least, for sure, closer to the lungs. I was no fool, though. I didn't

actually inhale my Gaulois—after all, I was scared of dying, especially of emphy-

sema. I'd heard that was really awful.

I looked at the big white-faced clock over the bar. It was just eleven, not

yet time to meet Phyllis. I lit a second Gaulois and watched the smoke rise as I

held it between my index and middle fingers. I looked at the cigarette's paper.

White. Now there was a color, I thought, and it was already a given on the page.

Often when I painted, I wanted to express my feelings about white, its different

shades, how it looked in shadow, bending toward gray, blue, green, how it held

up black and how white could move through a person's face. But my paintings
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rarely had an inch of white in them. White had to do with emptiness. I wanted

to start with something that elemental, but I never could stay with it.

I asked the waitress for my bill and smudged out my second Gaulois in

the ashtray. I went up to my room and collected my notebook for writing and my

pad for drawing and walked down the Cours Mirabeau, a wide boulevard lined

with sycamores that ended in a large fountain of stone lions spewing water. I sat

down at an outdoor cafe. I ordered a coffee ice cream. I wrote for half an hour,

keeping my hand moving steadily. I noted the weather, then a dream I had the

night before, then a memory of eating at Howard Johnson's on Hempstead Turn-

pike. No sign of Phyllis. I opened my pad and drew the convoluted cane chair in

front of me. I looked around: she was still not back. I added a little round table

with a vase and two flowers. Then I added a bird, a tree, another chair. I gave

myself a command: Keep drawing until she returns. I added paving squares on

the ground and a water glass on the table. Then lines to indicate bark on the

tree. I had to keep going. If she didn't return for a week, I'd still be there, moving

my pen—not for writing this time but for shape and form and line—filling the

page.
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At Cezanne's Studio

"Where he painted!" Phyllis was in awe. She sat in a chair in the large high-

ceilinged, stone-walled room with two huge windows on one side and a wall of

glass on the other. Dried apples and old onions that had originally been used to

show tourists an example of a Cezanne still-life were now set out on the win-

dowsill for the birds. There was a book for sale of the specific places he painted

in the area: a picture of the painting he did there, directions to that place, and

the time of day that matched the light when he had painted. The book was in

French, which Phyllis could barely read. She bought it anyway.

An original watercolor of hydrangeas hung on the right-hand wall. It was

powder blue, gray and white and had a translucent, luminous quality. The petals

were almost tangible, as though I could touch them, but I also felt it 1 did they

would crumble into dust, like dried insect wings.

I watched Phyllis's enthusiasm in the studio. Two days before we had

driven out to Mont Sainte-Victoire, which Cezanne had painted over and over.

Phyllis kept exclaiming, "There are his trees, those odd angles, the way they

grow out of the sides of the hills," and she couldn't get over the tact that the teal 79
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mountain looked purple, the way he

painted it on cam ras.

I had bought some apples for the

day trip, and when I held them up, Phyl-

lis said, "Yes, those are his apples. The

ones he painted. They have weight,

gravity, like no other apples. Leave it to

the French."

Yes, the apples were beautiful, big,

whole, very dark red and almost navy in

shadow. "Well, maybe he painted better

apples than anyone else, because he had

better models," I said.

"No," Phyllis said. "That's part of

an artist's job, to choose what to paint.

He recognized those apples. How many people here just eat them.
1"

I watched Phyllis in the studio, digesting Cezanne. This painter informed

her life. Not only his work, but how, where he lived. I looked around. I thought,

It's all interesting; I'm loving our visits to the painters, but I see that their lives

don't move me inside out the way a writer's life does. It was different when I vis-

ited Prague, where Kafka lived all his life. Every step I took, I telt like Kafka: His

mind, his eyes seeing the stone grave sites in the Jewish cemetery, him moving
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down the narrow streets. I went to the Kafka museum. Any bit of information

about him I ate hungrily. He was engaged twice to the same woman and both

times he could not go through with it. He said, "Writing is my life. 1 cannot get

rid of it, but human emotions will eventually pass." He was afraid love would in-

terfere with his work. He died in his early forties. I was in my forties when I vis-

ited his city. I wondered if he had lived a little longer if he would have changed. 8j
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I thought art was everything through my thirties. Then I got lonely— I needed

more than writing. But knowing I was in the city Kafka lived in ignited that

writer part of me.

I wondered if it was possible for a stranger, a visitor, a tourist, to feel the

land of a foreign place well enough to capture it in paint. I thought of Matisse

and the paintings he did in Morocco. He soaked up the light there and was able

to put it on canvas. Could I paint that cherry tree we saw near the town o( Bon-

nieux, with the long stone wall, so that you knew I was in France and not in the

orchards of California?
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Stove,

San Francisco

Apartment, 1984
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I thought of Georgia O'Keeffe,

who was brought up in Wisconsin and

educated on the East Coast, but who

then painted New Mexico as no one

had ever done before. There was noth-

ing like the eyes of a foreigner who fi-

nally found her heart's home. No one

else could paint with that kind oi

hunger and love.

Taos came to me then. Even it I'd

been born there, it seemed I would al-

ways be a foreigner. One generation

would not be enough to say I was a na-

tive. Even it my grandfather had come

there straight from Ellis Island and managed to plant corn in the arid, crumbling

earth, I would still be a misfit in comparison to the fifteen-hundred-year-old

pueblo at the foot of Taos Mountain. I'd be alien except tor my long enduring

love ot the place, a passion that seemed to reach back betore time. And having

that, what was it 01 Taos I'd like to capture in a painting? It came to me sud-

denly—the stillness. More than anything, its stillness stunned me the most. I re-

member thinking, yes, even now Taos has it, but until that moment in Cezanne's

studio, I didn't have words tor what it was. There were atternoons there in sum-
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mer when nothing moved, not a tree, a leaf, no stone or mountain, animal,

cloud. Everything was in place as if for all eternity. Xow lay like a blanket over

the land. Life and death, those two dichotomies, in stillness did not exist. How

would I paint that? Georgia O'Keeffe did it with bones. My painting would

somehow have to communicate breath. What I meant by that and how to do it I

didn't know.

86



chapter 9

At the Musee Matisse

I was alone the day I drove the rented car from Aix to see the Musee Matisse in

Nice. I was excited. Matisse was one of my favorites. Then I wondered to myself:

How do I know Matisse? When did he become a favorite? And I knew there had

to have been a certain time, an exact day that it happened. I was young—maybe

I'd found a book on my Aunt Priscilla's coffee table. I remembered looking from

painting to painting, slowly: woman lying on couch, window opened onto blue

sea and sky, table in front of window. His paintings were friendly. I decided I

liked this man; he was a good man. I felt connected to the person behind the

canvas.

I passed a line of tall thin sycamores. I noticed I was driving way above

the speed limit. I slowed down and continued my musing: Well, at least, I thought

I'd become acquainted with Matisse, the man, by viewing his paintings—but

maybe I was wrong, maybe he wasn't a good man. I didn't know, but / felt ^x\\

seeing his work and so I felt gratitude and warmth toward him. And his canvases

seemed to have such "good" subjects: food on a plate, people having a meal out-

side, the interior oi a home, cups and vases and flowers, a woman playing the 37
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piano and a young boy behind her reading a book—what could be better than

reading a book!—another painting of a woman at the piano and two boys play-

ing checkers, lots of floral wallpaper, textured rugs, lovely curtains hanging at

windows. And a lot of the women he painted seemed dreamy and content, wear-

ing hats with flowers, garbed in soft-looking, comfortable clothing and sitting in

upholstered chairs.

Of course, what I was viewing on his canvases was the painter's mind

when he was creating, probably his most transcendent moments, when all ob-

jects and people were radiant for him. I didn't know his daily life, his disposition

when he awoke in the morning, or how he treated his wife. He looked pretty

good, if the man's paintings spoke for his life, but that wasn't necessarily so. I've

known writers whose books sent me spinning for months, because those books

were so alive, full, joyous. Then I met those writers in person and discovered

miserable, crazy, troublesome human beings. But, I think, we all love to project

our highest hopes on someone whose work we love, because their work has made

us happy.

When I went to high school a writer's life was never discussed. As 1

grew up and became a writer myself, I wanted to know about the artist behind

the work, how the two coincided and fed or did not feed each other. Maybe it

wasn't fair to expect a person to live up to his or her work, bur 1 also knew I

wouldn't read a novel by Adolf Hitler, no matter how good the critics said n was.

Still, I loved Hemingway, even though his women characters were often two- 80
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dimensional, and I enjoyed the wild, dark energy of Celine's writing, though he

was a crazed fascist—with Celine I rationalized that he never killed anyone.

I remember the moment clearly when tor me Picasso fell from his

pedestal as the genius creator of the twentieth century. In my childhood his in-

tense dark eyes blazed from covers of Time and Life—he was considered the ulti-

mate artist. No one else came close.

"He could paint beautifully, even at twelve," my eighth-grade teacher

told us as she pinned a blue picture of a man playing a guitar on the front bul-

letin board.

"A whole movement—Cubism!—was because of him!
1
' Aunt Priscilla

exclaimed. "He's a giant, a wizard." She threw out her arms.

I had just turned forty and was in Paris at a drawing retrospective from

the last ten years of the great master's life. True to form, Picasso was prolific,

even near the end. The show at the Pompidou center was extensive. Room after

room of sexual positions, men and women naked, half-human, half-animal, all in

black and white. Nothing else, no other subject. Then finally on one wall a sin-

gle small colored painting of two trees. What a relief! I stood in front oi it and

felt as though a cool breeze just blew across my eyes. Could this be true? All this

the culmination of a great artist's life? Only this theme? No other subject?

A few months later I read a shocking book, Picasso: Creator and

Destroyer. His second wife—and his grandson—committed suicide; Marie-

90 Therese, his mistress of many years, killed herself; Dora Maar, his lover during
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the time he painted Guernica, had several nervous breakdowns. When he heard

that Francoise Gilot, another one of his lovers and the only one to survive in-

tact, had married, he said, "I'd rather see a woman die, any day, than see her

happy with someone else."

Craziness, neuroses I could accept. Cruelty I could not. I decided I didn't

care about Picasso, and when I saw his work after that, even paintings I'd grown

up with, like Family of Saltimbanques , Still Life with Violin and Fruit and Guernica,

I no longer felt awe. I kept my distance as it I were visiting an ex-lover who'd

once broken my heart.

So far Matisse hadn't disappointed me. And now 1 was in the Matisse

museum, which had only a few paintings or drawings in each room of the old

building it was housed in. The walls of each room were painted a different color,

which imparted a cozy, intimate feeling. On one wall there was a painting of a

chair. The whole chair could not fit in the picture. I left the rest of the chair

hang outside the frame. I liked that a lot, because just yesterday I had drawn that

chair at Les Deux Garcons, and I found it hard to fit the whole chair on the

page. I never thought ot simply letting it overlap in the viewer'^ mind. Matisse

fit in part of his chair and I knew his whole chair.

It was like that in writing, too. Tell a moment of someone's life, put it

down in words really well, and you have a whole world.

Then I remembered the garage door—one I'd seen vears earlier, the same

92 summer as the Picasso retrospective. I had gone to southern France, near Bor-
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Santa Fe Choir, 1 989

deaux, to my first month-long meditation retreat with Thich Nhat Hanh. I'd

snuck out one afternoon and walked four miles through beautiful patchwork

fields of barley, wheat and grapes. I went to a small town, Sigoulet, to buy a

baguette— I just wanted one, as though it were an emergency.

After I left the bakery with my prize, I walked down a narrow streel lined 03
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with stone buildings. I peered into a grocery; rows of chocolate, cans of sardines,

a set of wooden bowls stacked on the shelves. A gray cat licked at a saucer of

milk in front of the barber's. I passed a small park with three benches. I turned a

corner—suddenly facing me was a worn-out wooden garage door with chipped

turquoise paint. I could see the orange and white of past coats underneath. The

door was set in a yellow stucco wall. This I could paint! I thought as I stood

there. Then I turned abruptly, crossed the street, ripped off the end of my bread

and bit into the crust. I didn't paint the door. 1 had a pad with me, but I thought

the paper was too small. The door felt too big. And besides I had four miles to

walk back to Plum Village, where everyone else was doing sitting meditation.

That mistake haunted me for a long time. The turquoise door had a life

of its own and that life wanted me. When I returned to Sigoulet two years later,

the whole garage had been remodeled. I failed that door, that moment in history.

Something wanted to be painted, and I did not heed it.

When I got back from France, I looked all over northern New Mexico

for that garage door. I couldn't find it because it wasn't that French air, the rime

was eight hours ahead on another continent. It wasn't that June, with my forty

years in my arms. I tried to paint several other garage doors to make up for it.

They were good paintings, but somewhere inside me it didn't matter. I wanted

that one door then, and that door wanted me. That missed opportunity was

good, I guess. I grew to know garage doors through it. It made me hungry for

them. OS
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I could have used the paper I had then and done the garage door the way

Matisse did the chair, I lamented for the thousandth time as I stood in the Ma-

tisse museum. Of course, I'd squished whole pink Cadillacs into pictures, but this

was not about squishing the garage door in. This was about letting it live bigger

than the paper.

96



chapter 1

Matisse in New York

Four days after my visit to the Musee Matisse in Nice, a trained guard dog took a

huge chunk out of my right calf. The dog had been hiding when I sauntered up

to a private house, thinking it was a cafe. I was in Saint-Remy, near the

monastery where van Gogh committed himself for a year. The nuns called an

ambulance and I was rushed to Avignon, yelling in the back, "Depechez-vous,"

as the driver lingered at the stop sign to light another cigarette.

The twenty-seven stitches the doctor gave me weren't good enough—

I

had to fly home the next day. Back in the States, I was told to lie flat tor two

weeks, hoping the sewn-back flap would survive. It didn't. It had to be cut out.

Then I hoped the deep gash would close on its own.

After a month, the doctor in Santa Fe suggested surgery.

"No!" I yelled. "Give me more time."

I called a physician friend in Minneapolis and we plotted my cure. I

would eat lots of red meat for my blood cells, take many vitamins and stop

putting on the ointment that prevented infection. It kept my wound bacteria-

free but also retarded my healing. Eliminating the sake was scan what it iu\ 97
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leg blew up?-—but I was determined not to go under the knife. I would try any-

thing.

In the middle of October, three and a half months alter I was bitten, the

Santa Fe doctor told me in amazement I wouldn't need surgery. He didn't say,

"You might not need surgery." It was clear and declarative: "You won't need

surgery." It was the most beautiful sentence I had ever heard.

I decided to celebrate by going to New York City to see the Matisse ret-

rospective at the Museum of Modern Art. After all, I had legs now—two oi

them— I could dance, it I liked, through those two full floors of paintings.

As I strolled to the museum from my hotel, I was uplifted by the simple

act of walking. I passed the Carnegie Deli on Seventh Avenue. Broadway Danny

Rose, the movie by Woody Allen, was filmed there. I stopped to peek in and

ended up sitting at a long table ordering cheese blintzes
—

"homemade," the

menu said. As I waited tor my order, munching a pickle from the bucket before

me on the table, I watched waitresses whiz by, balancing pastrami piled so high

that the rye bread on top oi the sandwich teetered precariously. My tather would

love this place, I thought.

The blintzes were delicious. Three big ones, and I finished them all.

Thus fortified, I went to see four hundred paintings by the Frenchman who had

stated that his "aim was to create a calm and luxurious art that would soothe and

please, and offer reliet from everyday lite." I needed to be fortitied: Even though I

98 had a reservation, the line to get in wrapped around the block; the entrance was
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New York City,

1990

100

jammed when I finally came near; and sorrowful-eyed people by the door begged

for my ticket
—

"I hitched here all the way from Cheyenne, I gotta see him." I

looked stiffly ahead, reminded myself that I had journeyed from Taos, and waited

on my glorious legs to see those calm and luxurious paintings.

I loved reading the account of Matisse's genesis as an artist that was

posted at the beginning of the exhibit: A law clerk, he began painting at the age

of twenty while he was convalescing from appendicitis at his parents' home. Lit-
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tie more than a year later, in 1890, he abandoned law altogether and went to

Paris to study art. Painting, he said, opened for him "a kind of Paradise" set apart

from ordinary life.

He was headed in one direction and then zap! a case of appendicitis be-

came a gift—he let himself be seduced by pleasure. It was his guide and he fol-

lowed it. Pain is not the only way we can learn, I decided right there. I'd had

enough of it with my leg. I could open to "paradise"—I was ready for that now.

Matisse chose ordinary scenes and objects to depict his Eden. Perhaps he

was saying that heaven was only a paintbrush away. Merely lift it up, apply color

to canvas and everything becomes transformed. In a sense this was how I experi-

enced his work, not as an escape but as a new entry into life.

I moved through Matisse's Fauve period. He and Andre Derain went to the small

Mediterranean seaport of Collioure, near Spain, and inspired by the works of

van Gogh and Gauguin and the lively colors of the town, they painted intense

colors directly on white canvas with no preparatory sketches. In other words,

Matisse used pure color to "build" his painting. He let the painting be con-

structed by means of color alone.

I looked closely at Brook with Aloes. I loved how the green of the single

tree on the horizon lay next to the blue of the sky with no outline between

them. The aloe plants on the hillside, the stream, the rocks in the stream, all

shimmered, the colors intensified by the abrupt juxtaposition. 101
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When these paintings were shown back in Paris, they were considered so

crude, so rough—splashes of bright color direct on canvas! Mon Dieu!—that

Matisse and Derain became known as les fauves, "the wild beasts." 1 liked that

raw, open quality.

A woman in yellow pants parked her stroller in front of Dance, a big oil

of five nude women in a circle on green grass against a blue sky. She squatted

down and leaned her cheek close to her baby girl's face, cooed a bit and then was

silent and intent. Together, mother and child peered up at the painting.

"She's really looking," I said to the mother when she stood up.

She nodded. "It's the colors."

I telt saturated. There was so much color, so much light—so many people— I just

collapsed on a bench and eyed the guard standing by the doorway. Do you think

he'd mind if I lay down' I thought I'd try. Within a second, he swooped down on

me and actually kicked my hurt leg, which was hanging over the end of the

bench. I jerked up.

"No sleeping or lying down here."

I nodded.

Ever since I was a kid, museums have enveloped me in a profound sleepi-

ness, no matter how engaged I am in the paintings on the wall. My eyelids get

heavy; my limbs droop. I suddenly feel a deep connection to the earth and want

102 to lie down on it. No earth in sight? The floor or a bench will do. During mv
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hippie, rebellious period, I used to think

my sleepiness was a political statement:

museums were dead institutions, totally

removed from life. Now I think my ex-

haustion lies ever-present in my bones;

those rooms full of paintings simply call

that weariness out of me, like the out-

break of acne I always experience at the

beach. The sun performs its purification

on my skin. The museum does the same

for my energy; it leaches out everything

in me that isn't alive.

I got up from the bench. More rooms of paintings, and I am still barely on

the first floor, barely through World War I. How do I digest all this? I asked myself.

You don't, I answered.

I decided to relax and be there solely for pleasure. And how do I derive

the most pleasure? Well, one good way would be to become friends with three or

four paintings: Oh, yes, I know that one! Then the atmosphere won't teel so for-

eign, I told myself.

Now when I saw a painting I was drawn to, I just stood before it. Aftei

all, this painting must have taken Matisse at least several hours to paint, 1

thought, not to mention a whole lifetime of practice behind him, so the least 1

Palm Tree, 1994

ro.3
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could do was stand before it for three full minutes. It was surprising to me how

long a minute was, much less three. The crowds intensified the time: they were

impatient and swept by me.

So now imagine three minutes of full attention, sucking in with my eyes

the color, the form, the movement of a Matisse painting! How did he do that

anyway? I asked myself, standing in front of Still Life uith Oysters. Why did he

paint that tablecloth red and why are there only oysters, a knife, a pitcher and a

mat? And what is it about this painting that I liked?
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Hotel Slade, Adrian,

Minnesota, 1984

"It's purdy," I told myself.

Yes, anything else?

I liked the two red stripes on the napkin and the vague purple in the oys-

ter plate and the canary yellow of the lemons next to the off-white oysters and

the dark blue, no, more royal blue, place mat that the plate of oysters was

resting on.

Yes, look further, name more, see more.

I liked the yellow handle on the knife and how it was all alone, by it sell, i os
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on the mat, the green lettuce along the rim of the plate and how the rectangle of

the mat went diagonally across the rectangle of the canvas. I didn't like the

pitcher. The purple color wasn't rich enough. The pitcher looked suspended over

the mat, as though it wasn't really part oi the scene, as though Matisse forgot to

give it his attention—maybe his toast was ready and someone called him into

the kitchen to have lunch and he left abruptly and never came back to finish it.

1 did like the light orange mat under the blue mat and also the bit of black pen-
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cil or charcoal lines I saw that Matisse

drew before he painted his picture.

Did I sound a little simple?

Good. The dumber I got the better. I

didn't want fancy art theories. I wanted

a direct connection with the painting

before me. Me, standing there on my

two wonderful feet, the breath going in

and out at my nose, looking directly

with my two brown eyes at the colored

forms of Matisse. Nothing between us.

My mind meeting his mind. Naming

everything I saw in the painting helped

me bring my two worlds together: the

visual and the verbal. Naming helped me to look more carefully, to become

friends with the painting. It was no longer something too "cultural," too for-

eign—too French. It had joined my world, my stream of language.

Then I fell in love with Small Odalisque in a Purple Robe. A dark-haired

woman lounged across a sofa in a purple and pale green striped, Long, open

chemise. She seemed to have a light spray of yellow flowers in her hair and was

holding a long string of black pearls partially wrapped around her wrist the \\a\

I've seen Tibetan monks carry prayer beads. She was barefoot and her feet and

Minneapolis

House, 1984
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calves were much browner than her hands, neck and face. But it wasn't really

the woman or her dress at all— it was the sofa I loved. The sofa was gray. That

was the moment I realized that of all the colors in the world, gray was my fa-

vorite. Those gray skies of Minnesota had taught me well. Gray clouds, gray

men's suits, gray dusk shadows. Gray was the netherworld, neither black nor

white, the gray area, the undefined.

Looking at this painting by Matisse, I learned more about myself. I

learned again how much feeling I have for gray, why I love winter in Taos so

much, the snow falling, the gray mist across the mountain. Yes, I wanted to say,

yes. I understand. This is life, the secret real life we are all born for, the cold gray

quiet of winter.

I went upstairs to the next floor. Here were Matisse's paintings from

Nice. I liked them especially, because I'd been in Nice the summer before, so I

felt close to them. There was The Rocaille Armchair, the chair that couldn't fit

into the picture. I was pleased to see it again. I felt how far it had traveled. I

knew its true home, in the Musee Matisse.

I sat down on a bench and read on a placard on the wall that Matisse felt

"an eternal conflict between drawing and color." I thought of how I yearned off

and on to learn how to paint without lines, but then I'd give up on the idea. It

always seemed too complicated, but I was amazed that Matisse felt it too. In his

late years, he resolved the conflict by doing cutouts. Instead of drawing an out-

108 line and filling it with color, he could draw directly in color. He drew with his
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Beethoven's Fifth, 1989

scissors by cutting shapes from paper he had prepainted. Then the contour of a

shape and its internal area were formed simultaneously.

I headed for the cutouts, which were in the last rooms of the show. I was

excited. In his late years—he died at eighty-four—he merged line and color.

What a victory! I stepped into the first room of cut-outs. The four walls of that

room held one huge image with many figures and shapes, The Swimming Pool,

which Matisse had made to decorate his dining room in Nice. Increasingly sick,

often working from his bed, he wanted to have swimmers on his walls because he

could no longer go swimming himself. As I stepped into the room, I felt as

though I had hit water, something viscous, that slowed me down. I watched the

surprised look on people's faces as they entered—they experienced it, too. Every-

one felt the enchantment. I literally couldn't move fast. Linear time and space l. 10
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had dissolved. Bathers in blue and white shapes frolicked against a tan sand-beach

background. It was as though suddenly we were transformed from "viewing" room

after room of paintings to actually being in the painting with the bathers, not only

because they sunounded us, but because there was no longer a distinction between

those boundaries of line and color. The figures seemed to take off, unfettered, float-

ing in an ocean of delight, as though the spirit had finally been freed of any physi-

cal restriction. Line tends to create seclusion, a feeling of separateness. With no

lines, we merged with the scene. What we saw, we now were. I was immersed in

the beach. I could feel the old memory of sunlight on waves, ocean current, and

the boundless force of water as I felt it as a young child at Jones Beach. And that

feeling of awe continued through all the rooms of cutouts. In the resolution of his

conflict, Matisse had burst into some joyous unity.

I felt exultant, then for a moment fear like lightning flashed through

me—Roshi gone, the dog bite, we are mortal, blood and bones. Then I relaxed

—

old age seemed splendid, if this art was the result. Those final cutouts had the

courage of transcendence. They felt almost bigger than death.

It was dark out when I left the museum. As I walked down the street, I

looked at everything differently. The street light, the tree shadow, the blinking

neon sign, the yellow cab that whizzed by, the pretzel cart on the corner, my

hand—all colored forms. Everything a painting. Everything alive with its own

contour. No longer objects but stops of the imagination. I walked across Fifth

1 10 Avenue in a concert of shade, shape and a silent inward singing.
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Writer Meets Painter

The summer I wrote the final draft of my novel Banana Rose, I went to the Har-

wood Library in Taos nearly every day. I sat in the Joseph A. Imhof Memorial

Room, vigas high above my head, old, out-of-print books on the Southwest

shelved around me, a thick wood table before me, comfortable in an old rustic

leather chair, leaning over my notebook, one of the locals at the next table pag-

ing through The New Mexican, the librarians never whispering but speaking

loudly to someone who was mishandling a book, the sound of the chain saw

right out the huge window opposite me, cutting down a gorgeous poplar I could

see against the blue sky, because the Harwood was afraid that in a storm it would

collapse on the roof. Some days I'd sit still for almost seven hours. I was deep

into the mind and world of someone who did not actually exist in the flesh, Nell

Schwartz, my main character.

But it is the time afterward that I remember most, when I left the 1 lar-

wood, my noisy mind crushed down by so much concentration that, finally quiet

enough, I could behold for their own sake the turquoise sills against the mud

walls of slanting houses down on Ledoux Street. I'd walk with my notebooks ni
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slung in a cloth grocery sack over my right shoulder and feel my feet on the

crooked pavement as I crossed the plaza to a side street that took me down to

the post office, where I parked my car. That side street was heaven, though there

was not much unusual there—yes, in the distance was the majesty of Taos

Mountain, and over my head huge spruce trees shaded the street—but because of

my state of mind, everything became radiant. I was washed clean. Whatever I

had in me, good or bad, I'd given to Nell Schwartz that day, and so I walked with

less of my personality and more of my true self. And I developed the habit each

afternoon of stopping at Barbara Zaring's studio, which was on my way on that

tree-lined street. I'd climb through a section of high fence that had collapsed,
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and it seemed no one made any effort to repair, and cross her backyard to a free-

standing adobe building. I'd pass the big box elder shading her west side and go

through her front door edged by bachelor buttons and flax.

She was almost always there, sitting in a blue chair at the back of the

room. The oils still wet on several canvases, she'd be leaning over, reading a

book. I'd plop myself on her couch, blurt out everything I felt about writing that

day, how far I'd pushed myself, how far the book still had to go, and then I'd look

around the room. This studio was big and full of light. She had spotlights she

flicked on for me to see her paintings better. She worked on more than one at a

time, moving in on a canvas until it would give no more that day, and then

switching to another painting.

Her pictures were almost all landscapes of New Mexico, and I could spot

the places.

"Oh, yes, there's Valdez," I'd say. "You got the smoky quality of those

spring cottonwoods and El Salto's darkness emerging from cold."

She and her friend Alyce Frank would go out in the morning—they'd

been doing this together for twenty years—and set up their easels by the gorge or

the Hondo River or over by Pilar, and then they'd take the work home and fin-

ish it in their studios. Once home, the work became more of an interior land-

scape; Barbara could move far from the colors and shapes she had seen that day.

But it seemed to me the farther out she went, the closer she came to capturing

the place.
i |

•
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Just like my novel, I thought. It seemed that the more I exaggerated a sit-

uation or fictionalized some old memory, the closer I came to the truth of the ex-

perience.

I remember being in California with a friend who had never seen Taos.

She wanted to know what it looked like. I had a photo of the Rio Grande gorge.

I took it out to show her. New Mexico suddenly looked terribly dull—dry, tree-

less, bleached out by too strong a sunlight—while my friend and I stood under

redwoods near fields of abundant lettuce in reds, purples and greens, growing out

of rich dark soil. I snatched the photo away from her and lifted an old Southwest

Art magazine out of my pack. 1 flipped it open to Barbara's Fall in the Canyon.

"Here," I said, "this is how it really looks."

There was an extraordinary yellow light in that painting. That glow was

the autumn cottonwoods and the river was a crooked gash of almost white down

the middle. Rivers in October look like that, I thought. The mountains in the

back were dark, almost navy blue; some to the left had orange gouges in them

and there were black volcanic rocks on the right and slashes of color. Someone

not knowing that canyon might not know the color was also rock, but it

wouldn't matter. In that painting was the huge heart of northern New Mexico-

full of light, full of darkness. Anyone who has seen the Rio Grande gorge, that

canyon, knows that it is real—and also too beautiful to be real. Only with one

foot on earth and the other in a dream could a painter capture it.

As I sat in Barbara's studio those days after writing, her paintings seemed i [5
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to reflect how big 1 felt, having stepped out of the physical boundaries oi my

body to move through the minds and hearts oi other people in mv fiction. I

didn't need Barbara's paintings to be an exact replica of a place. Barbara's paint-

ings seemed to echo instead the whole true world of the land I loved: its vast-

ness, its aching joy and wild celebratorv wailing. Someone once said oi New

Mexico that it's empty, like the mind of God. Empty—and bursting with color.

I realize now that her paintings were the only thing that matched the

wild open field I felt inside. They comforted me, because sometimes after writing

I telt as though my face had been torn oft. I had no facade to relv on for protec-

tion. I've learned to live with this over the years, learned to stay away trom so-

cial interaction right after I'm done writing, to take long walks and breathe in

the security of trees and buildings warmed in the sun. Transitions have always

been hard tor writers—how do you come back down to earth, down to selecting

cheese and cans of soup at the grocery after you've been out flying with angels

and demons, been to other countries or seen your own completely anew—but

here were these Zaring paintings. She'd thrown out on canvas the huge empty

singing cavity of my body atter I had tinished writing. This was new. to view Bar-

bara Zaring's paintings as a way of landing and as an acknowledgment oi where I

was. I began to need them after I wrote, as a source of joy and connection.

I said that Barbara would be reading at the end oi her day. She would

also be reading in the middle and at the beginning. She'd work for a while, then

1 1

6

bury her tace in a book, paint, go back to the blue chair in the back oi her studio
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and read. She'd do this back and forth like a symphony. Paint: the horn instru-

ments. Read: the strings. Paint, read Joseph Conrad. Paint, dip into Dostoevski's

mind, paint, be juiced by Virginia Woolf.

One day I asked her point-blank, "Do you know why you read as you

paint? It's woven into your work process."

She shrugged her shoulders. "The only thing I know is I can't tolerate

poor writing. It irks me—and I'm not usually a snob." She laughed. "Hey, I like

junk like everyone else, but," she shook her head, "I can't stand poor writing."

Two years earlier, when I'd been interviewing painters, I found that the

women painters I talked to had little analysis of their work. They didn't seem to

have thought about their process very much. They were happy to get their work
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done. Of course, there is the old idea that visual artists or musicians aren't good

with words. Georgia O'Keeffe, when asked what her flower paintings were about,

said something like, "They were pretty. I painted what I saw." That's very Zen of

her, but it leaves us and history out in the cold.

The women I interviewed weren't simple or unintelligent. They were

pragmatic, and I was a poor interviewer who could not extract a lot. But I was no

better an interviewer when I talked with male artists, and yet they were able to

pontificate, elaborate and delineate the historical, social, scholarly and spiritual

importance of their work, with little prodding from me. I realized later that none

of these men were even half as successful in the art world as the women I inter-

viewed, but they certainly talked a much bigger game.

I went back and asked Holly Roberts, one of my interviewees, about this.

She had just had a monograph of her work published by Friends of Photography,

received an NEA grant, and been shown at the Pompidou center in Paris. "My

interest is to get it done," Holly said. "I have two small children. I have to be

very practical."

I've also noticed that women painters seem to be behind women writers

in their outspokenness and recognition. I remember twenty years ago carefully

listening with my women writer friends to a lecturer to see if he dared not men-

tion women in his litany of great American contributors to literature. We would

have protested right on the spot; he knew it and was properly nervous, and we

exalted in that power. In Taos, I only hear references to the great lineage oi the / jo
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founding fathers, the Taos Society of Artists: Victor Higgins, Herbert Dunton,

Ernest Blumenschein, Walter Ufer, E. Martin Hennings, Oscar Berninghaus,

when, in fact, Blanche Grant, Mary Ufer, Ila McAfee, Mary Greene Blumen-

schein, Gene Kloss and other women were painting at the time and Catharine

Carter Critcher was even in the society back then but is never mentioned. I

have never even heard a cough o{ disapproval from the current Taos women

painters about their exclusion from this lineage.

Barbara said to me, "Most of the women artists became wives and moth-

ers. They didn't have the time it takes to paint."

I responded, "But, Barbara, in the late sixties we women writers said the

same thing. It turned out that the women writers just weren't known. They were

still doing it. We started to research them, dig them out, publish them."

"Where can I find the women painters?" Barbara came back. "Tell me

that. How can I research them? Their paintings weren't reproduced in a book.

They might have existed way back then—they probably did—but how do I get

to know them and see their work?"

I was quiet after that. I stopped pitting my industrious women writers

against the visual artists.

In October, I was the keynote speaker at a women's art conference at the

University of Arizona. When I asked the audience to name twenty women writ-

ers, hands shot up. The women named—Virginia Woolf, Sylvia Plath, Toni Mor-

120 rison, Eudora Welty, Alice Walker—were familiar to everyone. They'd won
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Pulitzer and Nobel prizes. Their books were in the university bookstore. When I

asked the audience to name twenty women visual artists, the hands went up

more slowly. When I called on someone, she named a painter I'd never heard of.

I asked the audience if they'd heard of her. They shook their heads silently.

I recently bought a wonderful anthology about friendship, written by

women. The cover painting showed two women sitting on a couch. Hmmm, I

thought, I like that; it looks like a Milton Avery, a painter I adore. But that

couldn't be possible. A book so attentive to women's issues, written by such

strong, articulate women, putting a male painter on the cover? Surely they

would want to support a woman painter. Surely they could find a juicy painting

of close friends done by a woman. I opened to the book credits: Milton Avery.

Just then the phone rang. My friend Kate O'Neill was on the other end.

I blurted out to her, "Tell me, why is it women artists are still unknown?

Why have women writers gone so far ahead of them in the world?" She was

working on her doctoral dissertation in feminist psychology.

There was a long pause. "Well, I called to see if you want to go to the

movies. There's finally a good one playing in Taos." She paused again. "Do you

really want to know?"

"Yes," I said.

And she reeled this off. 1. More women are writers because it is some-

thing you can do in secret or private. It is much more threatening to create vi-

sual art because there is much more exposure; a painting or sculpture is out there i-> i
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for anyone to see right from the beginning, and women haven't had much public

support. 2. Anyone can afford paper and pencil, but to paint you need money

and you have to take up physical space. 3. Many renowned women painters had

a man behind them. O'Keeffe had Stieglit:, Frida Kahlo had Diego Rivera,
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Elaine de Kooning was with Willem de Kooning. 4. Also, women can support

women writers. A book is affordable. Paintings often aren't. Men, usually the

holders of money, buy male artists' work.

Her analysis was so deliberate, I felt like I had been hit over the head.

The idea that stunned me the most was the one about taking up space. I'd made

a religion of writing in cafes—not having my own studio, making it egalitarian,

nothing special, everyone can do it. I lugged my work from restaurant to library

to coffee shop. Was I afraid of occupying my own dimensions, of actually pushing

out walls for myself?

The next day I told Barbara about my conversation with Kate.

"I'm gonna take up space now," I said. "Lots of it. I want five studios

sprinkled across Taos, one in New York, another in San Francisco—and give me

one in Paris." I paused. "I'm going to buy an expensive computer, a copy ma-

chine, a fax, my own paper company."

I was suddenly impressed that Barbara had built her own big studio, that

she wasn't trying to paint in her kitchen between the dishwasher and cutting

board or in the back room that converted easily from her space into guest

quarters.

"You know what else about that list?" Barbara went on. "Painting is tech-

nical. There're all kinds of things to learn that aren't taught in public school.

Everyone, at least in this country, has the opportunity to learn to read and write.

The technical skills for a writer are built in from first grade." i a
j
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"Well, where'd you learn the technical stuff for painting-"

"I studied art at a university and although I was recognized tor my talent,

there was an unspoken snag: I was female and was 'probably just going to get

married.'
"

Barbara had been brought up in Cambridge, Ohio, a small town fifty miles from

the West Virginia border. I suggested to her that she visit her childhood home

and render it on canvas. I imagined expansive gray skies, long horizontal lines of

railroad tracks crossed by telephone wires suspended from tall vertical poles that

seem to hover in the air. I had a romance about the Midwest, the heart oi our

country. I wanted to see her paint several shades of gray. I reminded her Paris was

a gray place and that gray was a good color.

She smiled. I could tell she wasn't as interested as I was, though she car-

ried the Midwest in her. I could feel it in her dedication to family, in her even-

ness of temperament. And she looked as I like to think someone from the

Midwest should. Blond hair and blue eyes. Simple corduroy pants and crewneck

sweaters in winter; cotton pants and long-sleeved tee-shirts, mostly white, in

summer to reflect the sun when she was outside painting. Most days she wore no

makeup and her hair, I imagine, was in the same style she had as a young Ohio

girl, parted on the side, straight, jaw-length.

Against that sturdiness she was able to open up the spectacular colors

124 and landscapes of her canvases.
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Once I was at a day-long meditation retreat with Barbara. I looked across

the room and thought, she looks so simple. I bet no one here could realize what

mythic beauty comes out in her work. I watched her for a moment, wondering

what it was like to see as she saw.

Each afternoon through that spring and summer, when I visited her stu-

dio, I took in simple things about being a visual artist. Her palette was a big

piece of Plexiglas, and she squeezed paint from many tubes onto the edges of it.

Similar shades were next to each other. For instance, five shades of red would be

in a row and while she worked she could blend with her palette knife two of

those reds in the middle of the glass to create yet another shade of red—or an or-

ange by adding yellow, or a purple by adding blue.

Northern light from a window fell on her easel; she said it was the truest

and didn't cause a glare. She painted only in daylight. Electric lights gave a fake

sense of color, she explained. Her oils were done on linen canvases that cost as

much as seventy-five dollars apiece.

These might sound like elementary things 1 learned, but I did not know

them and they gave me a simple grounding. It's easy to underestimate the begin-

ner's need for fundamental knowledge in order to feel at home in a new environ-

ment. A painter's studio was foreign to me. I took in Barbara's studio slowly, the

way a dry sponge absorbs a puddle. Besides slides, she had a photo of each paint-

ing that she kept on three-by-five cards, and often she would photograph the

same painting in different stages of completion and compare an earlier photo i.s
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with the present incarnation of the scene she was working on. Sometimes she

drew with an oil pastel directly on the three-by-five photo to see the effect of

certain colors.

Perhaps all artists don't use this photo technique, but I was learning how

one specific person approached her work. This is how I learn, not in the abstract

but by plopping myself down in the actual real details of someone's studio.

Twenty years ago, when I wanted to write, I didn't know how to begin. I

learned by copying my musician husband's approach to practice. If he shut him-

self in a room for two hours to practice scales, I'd go off and write tor two hours.

Now, when I teach writing, I understand that students need to ask the

simplest questions: "Well, where do you get your ideas'" (They ask that one of-

ten.) I can't just say, "You know, I think 'em up." Instead, I say, "Take out your

pens. You have ten minutes to write down everything you know. Begin with the

phrase, 'I remember' and continue. If you get stuck, write 'I remember' again and

keep going." By doing this they experience their minds in the act of creating;

they see how ideas essentially come into existence.

I watched Barbara and slowly tasted one artist's practical knowledge.

And it stood me in good stead. Later that fall, I visited Holly Roberts in her stu-

dio in Corrales, just outside of Albuquerque. I was able to look around and

proudly say, "Oh, you use a narrow spectrum ot colors on your palette." Of course

this was only in comparison to Barbara, but it was a beginning, a way to enter

126 Holly's practice.
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And she nodded yes. "I tend to stay in certain shades."

"And you don't paint on linen. You paint on photographic paper. How

does that work?"

"It's more tun to paint on it; it's almost like painting on glass or doing

tingerpaints."

Her work was not an enigma to me because I could approach it with a

knowledge ot Barbara's. I had something to stand on.

Nell Schwartz, the main character in my novel, was becoming a painter. In one

chapter, she has a great breakthrough and paints Taos Mountain. The inspiration

for this painting or Nell's was Barbara's work.

"Gray on the mountain. Then purple. Then some blue. And green

tinged at the base. A yellow sky the color of ripe pears. Then I made the yellow a

bit brighter. . . . There was a rich blue-black at the top of the ridges and a gray-

black wash in the center of them. . . . And at the edge where the ridges touched

the yellow sky there was a thin line of flaming orange."

I also had Nell paint a Basho haiku on canvas and then paint over the

haiku with a totally different scene, using the words as a jumping-off point. This

idea came from Holly Roberts's technique of painting over photos that she had

taken, so the photo became almost invisible except for one or two elements.

Then a friend sent me a book oi Helen Frankenthaler's prints. I studied

128 them closely, tirst looking at one of her abstract pictures, then reading the title,
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then looking back at the picture. Three black, amorphous forms on a brown

background were joined by a yellow line, a red line and a blue line. I liked the

picture fine, but then I read its title: Connected by joy. I felt a leap in my heart.

Yes, yes, of course. Words did have a place here. The title intensified and deep-

ened my pleasure. Another Frankenthaler print was entitled Postcard for James

Schuyler. This gave my writing mind an idea. I'd have Nell paint postcard pic-

tures to friends of hers, keeping that person in mind as she worked.

Just as I was trying to bring language to my visual art friends, I was also

yearning to break through to the quiet of paint in what I wrote. I watched my

painter friends with a tinge of hope and desire that at the very7 center of my writ-

ing, my words were about silence, about something unutterable.

It came to me one day as I finished a tough chapter in my novel that Barbara

Zaring should paint the cover. 1 presented the idea to her that afternoon.

"Okay, I'll try. Let's see what comes up."

I gave her the manuscript to read. She knew well the territory I wrote

about. We went out in October to take some photographs of possible scenes.

Then after not seeing her for several weeks, I walked into her studio one after-

noon to find the painting done. It overlooked Valdez, from the Rim Road, where

the town's yellow fields and a few scattered sheds with long, low white tin roofs

were in the center of the painting. Luxurious mountains of blue, green, purple,

red, pink were in the distance, and in the foreground were bushes oi red, green, 12Q
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dark blue. I knew these to he chamisa and sage. Ahove it all, dark hirds, probably

ravens, flew against the big blue, dashed with white, yellow and pink, sky in ges-

tures of great freedom and joy. This was exactly the place in the book where

Nell, the painter, met her soon-to-be best friend, Anna, the writer. They both

wished to fly and watched sparrows, magpies, any feathered creature with wings,

to learn how.

My novel's life that I had carried around alone for so long inside me

leaped from the colored canvas—and the Taos landscape, the painting's root,

was also the same place the story7 sprang from. I felt worlds come together; I was

overjoyed as I stood before the canvas and next to Barbara.

J3°
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Beyond Form

On November 29th I finished Banana Rose in Santa Fe and immediately drove

up to Taos, planning to sit the Rohatsu sesshin at the zendo on El Salto Moun-

tain. Rohatsu is an important seven-day meditation retreat that begins on the

first day of the month of least light and ends on December 8th, Buddha's en-

lightenment day—the day he became fully awakened under a bodhi tree at

Varanasi, India, as the morning star arose in the sky. So it is a moment of great

light in the month of great darkness. At many zendos, they sit through the night

on December 7th until the morning of the 8th. I especially wanted to sit this

sesshin, because I was still feeling confused about Roshi's death, and I was help-

ing this retreat would help shed some light on that, as well.

On November 30th, I woke up in my house on the mesa far from people

or stores and I was very, very sick. I'd heard that a flu was roaring through Santa

Fe; that was probably what I had, but no name could name how bad I felt. Writ-

ing this in July, it seems impossible to describe or even comprehend how sick 1

was—how quickly we forget what we do not want to remember! 1 ^\o recall that 1

could not move; my throat, ears and nasal passages had completely swelled up i ;/
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and were throbbing and I couldn't stand up. I thought, this is definitely the end,

and then I thought, good, I can't take this. The phone rang. It was eight feet

away. It was impossible to get over to it and pick up the receiver. It rang nine

times—a hopeful friend must have been at the other end. Then it stopped. I had

no aspirin in the house, no throat lozenges, no cough syrup, decongestants, Chi-

nese herbs, homeopathic remedies. I just lay there, a being in an immobile body.

At about noon, Joe Hoar, friend, builder o{ my house addition two sum-

mers before who has a house farther in on the mesa, knocked at my door. He'd

seen my car and come to visit. He looked in the window. I motioned from im-

bed that I was sick; his face fell—he could tell it was bad—and he went to get

the hidden key to let himselt in.

"Wow," he said, standing over my bed.

Yes, I nodded.

"What can I do?" he asked.

"Aspirin," I croaked.

"Okay, I'll get you some. And tea. I'll make chicken soup. Liquids. We

have to get liquids."

"Joe, I think this is the end."

He laughed. I wasn't laughing. I was serious. He left to go to the store.

The phone rang. I crawled to it and got out a deep-throated imitation of

"hello."

132 It was my friend Jean, who was also going to sit the sesshm. She said.
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"Oh, my God. I'll send Bob. I can't come over right away."

I hung up.

Bob came. Joe came back. Nancy Jane, my acupuncturist friend, came

and gave me a treatment. I had flu medicine of every shape and form spread out

on my bed. There was even Pepto-Bismol, which I hadn't seen since my child-

hood. Nothing helped. I lay there hour after hour. The phone rang. It stopped.

The sun moved across the sky and night came. The first day had passed.

I was blasted awake the next morning by the phone ringing again. I was

no better. By the third day I was able to roll over on my side and read Ken

Wilber's Grace and Grit. His wife, Treya, was dying of cancer. I was amazed at the

energy she had to fight her disease. The way 1 felt just then I knew I'd give up. i 1
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For the next week I just lay in bed alone. This is some retreat, I mused.

For hours I'd look at the ceiling and think of only one thing: I'd like to learn

how to paint without lines, without drawing a picture first and then coloring it

in. I would think this over and over. Yes, an odd thing to think on your

deathbed, but I knew it was important. This time I wasn't subliminally wanting

to figure out writing; this was directly about painting, my painting, and it felt raw

and immediate. Fear rippled through my body. How, I thought, does a painter

just paint? Where does it come trom without an outside image—a horse, a

plane—to draw first? How does one trust standing before a blank canvas? Each

thought brought more fear. I am afraid, I told myself. I am afraid ot the void. I

am sick because of my fear of it. I want to paint without lines. Others have done

it. Why should it be so frightening? But I was scared and I was sick and I had no

way to get away from it.

By the end of the tirst week, I could walk around a little. I began to real-

ize that I was not going to get well quickly. I wasn't even sure I had the flu. Only

one friend in Santa Fe had anything that sounded similar. We began to talk on

the phone every day, comparing symptoms. She was having night visions, under-

standing things her Tibetan meditation teachers had said years ago.

I went over to my bookcase and pulled out a heavy big book of Richard

Diebenkorn's paintings. 1 went back to bed and propped it up on my lap. Page

after page of Ocean Park: Ocean Park number 19, 21, 24, 27, 28, 37, 45. Each

134 painting had different colors—oh, such colors! I looked closer. Color over color,
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next to a surprising other color and straight lines and not straight lines. How

did he do this? How did he move so deep into himself and into the landscape of

the canvas and into the space of the oceanfront in Santa Monica where he

lived?

I looked at that book every day in the month of December. I was still

sick, only well enough to go to the store or the acupuncturist. I was having a re-

lationship with Richard Diebenkorn. I'd write letters in my head to him: Dear

Richard, I like your paintings. Dear Richard, I love you. How did you think of

that turquoise next to that blue next to that orange in Ocean Park number 40?

Dear Richard, I want to be a painter. Dear Richard, Your paintings continually

surprise me. Thank you. I want to be your friend.

Then I'd change his name, imagine we were already on close terms. Dear

Dick, I'd say, or Dear Rich. I was getting a little daffy. I wanted to know some-

thing I didn't know and I wasn't sure how to get to know it. I intuited it wasn't

as simple as taking painting lessons. And the fear I felt told me it wasn't all

about painting.

1 wanted to understand how structure could come from deep within and

emerge, not be imposed. I didn't want to rely on drawing something 1 saw right

before me to create my structure. My psyche was trying to tell me something it

couldn't say point-blank: "Stop holding on to what you already know, the old

forms, the past. We're moving into new territory. Let go and start moving. We're

going someplace else. If you hadn't noticed, Roshi died. There's no one here. [35
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There's nothing to hold on to. Go out there into open space and be born again

in a whole different way."

I knew that what was happening to me couldn't be understood through

logic—or through therapy either. I had to go to an empty white canvas and find

out what was within me. I also knew that what I was looking at in the pages of

Diebenkorn's book took a whole lifetime to develop. If I wanted to paint like

that, I'd have to give it everything.

I got well slowly. By the end of December, I could keep my daily appointments if

they weren't too early. I'd wake, get out ot bed, and then collapse in a stuffed

rocker at the opposite end of my room. I'd sit there for a while, stunned at being

alive, and then I'd reach tor socks and slowly put on my shoes. Whatever I'd

caught lingered through the end of January. I felt wobbly, unsure of my footing or

of my immune system's ability to keep at bay any cold, cough or sore throat some

passerby might have.

And then in late February, walking down Kit Carson Road in Taos, I

stopped in at the Del Fine Arts Gallery. I stepped into a room oi chalky white

acrylic paintings with backgrounds in all shades of blue. One was called Doun to

the Bones; another Mercy—I can relate, I thought. The artist, Julie Sullivan, used

layer upon layer of color—you could see it it you stepped close—but the final re-

sult was something simple, naked, with lots of white. I walked slowly trom one

136 painting to another. The gallery was empty. It was a cold day in Taos. I under-
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stood that what the artist had to say emerged by layering paint and that form

emerged out of color. Something over time emerged from the void. I was certain

she titled her paintings after she was done.

I went back even- day for a week. I brought friends to see the show. On a

Sunday, I bought a painting called To the Light. Then I asked Dana, the gallery

owner, it I could call Julie Sullivan. She lived in La Cienega, near Santa Fe.

"Would you teach me to paint?" I asked her on the phone.

She said she hadn't taught much, but she invited me out to her house

the following Tuesday. I detected a Wisconsin accent—was she from my beloved

Midwest? I felt reassured.

This time I wasn't going to a painter to talk about painting. I needed

fundamental things. We made a list: eight brushes of different sizes, single-edge

razor, gesso, a palette (I was going to tape a sheet of glass onto a card table),

tubes of acrylic (I could pick out colors I liked at Artisan's on Canyon Road),

palette knife, a sponge, medium-weight watercolor paper— I was used to cheap

sketching paper; this was a leap for me—a few old jars and some newspaper. In

all my years of painting, I had never upgraded anything, for fear it would inhibit

me or make me self-conscious or seem too complicated, but I was willing to go

along with Julie, because there was something I wanted.

That first afternoon at her house she showed me basic things: How to

clean my brush so the paint really got out and didn't leave the brush stiff; how to

138 mix colors with my palette knife; how to clean the palette with my razor; how
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to gesso the paper. She explained that for acrylics it wasn't necessary to gesso the

paper, but she always did it because she used to work in oils, so I did it too. Then

finally she showed me the simple act of applying the paint to paper: You put your

brush in the color you've mixed on your palette, carry it over and spread it on

—

wherever and however you like.

The next week was at my house.

"Now, just begin," she said. She sat down next to me and looked through

the Diebenkorn book, so I wouldn't feel self-conscious. I stood over one card

table where I had taped down my paper, the other card table, now glass-topped,

to my right. I put down long strokes of black, then blobs of red. I hesitated, then

remembered what I knew from writing. "Don't think. Just do it." I kept going. I

ended with a lot of paint on paper and what looked like upside-down umbrellas.

Julie lifted her head from the book. "Good," she said. "Now do another

one.

I began with gray and added blue. There was so much empty space. It

was exhilarating—and scary. I grabbed a yellow pastel stick and drew cross lines

to the blue shapes. I was feeling that I was going toward something and 1 didn't

know what.

Julie had to leave. I walked her to the door and then went back to the

painting. Triangle over triangle floating in space appeared; then squares, then

rectangles. I realized I was duplicating the doodles I had done tor years in the

back of my notebooks. And the odd thing was it felt so satisfying—those geo- i \g
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metric shapes I stealthily put at the edge ot my writing pages when I was day-

dreaming were finally getting some attention.

What did it mean.1

I had no idea. But what was important was that I was

facing what I'd reared so much lying in bed with the rlu: to just get out there in

open space again.

Julie came to my house tour times. After that I did not continue. I don't

think I was ready for those lessons to take hold. I had set up a little painting stu-

dio in my basement and I telt isolated there. Writing was lonesome enough, I

thought. Atter my tirst exhilaration, I ayoided going downstairs to paint.

Then a year later, at the end of a book tour— I e\en remember the date,

March 31, 1993— I grabbed the New York Times as I took a cab to the airport.

On the tront page, lower middle, was a photo of a man in a western-type shirt,

sitting wide-legged on a chair, leaning forward, his elbows on his thighs, his hair

dark with a swatch of white in the front, and a white moustache. He looked

tired, staring straight ahead, a ladder to his left, and on the white wall behind

him two square abstract paintings. The large headline read: "Richard

Diebenkorn, Lyrical Painter, Dies at 71." I telt my heart squeeze closed as the cab

sped along the freeway. No, not him.

I read the lead paragraph: "One of the premier American painters oi the

post-War era, whose deeply lyrical abstractions e\*oked the shimmering light and

wide-open spaces of California, where he spent virtually his entire lite, died yes-

140 terday at his home in Berkeley." Not you, Richard. My breathing caught in my
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throat. I read further. He was modest and cultivated no circle or school around

him, unlike other successful artists. The Times said that he even hunched his

large frame to make himself less imposing and spoke haltingly, often correcting

himself.

I looked out the window. Traffic was thickening. I whispered, "Richard,

I'm sorry. I thought I'd meet you someday."

The obituary went on. He lived in his later years in northern California,

where he could look out his window to mountains and vineyards. The land re-

minded him of Provence, the place that inspired Cezanne, one of his heroes.

I've been there, Richard. I've even seen Cezanne's studio. His other hero

was Matisse, the Times said. I love Matisse, too, I told him. Richard, you should

have had more time.

I looked out the plane window the whole ride home. We flew above

thick white clouds. During that flight, I resolved to attempt to do abstract paint-

ings again.

There was something I needed to learn before I would really break out of

my usual way of painting, and I thought I knew what it was. I had to be willing

to paint really ugly pictures. I do not mean the subject matter—scenes ot rape or

blood and guts—as much as a willingness to use colors I thought hideous or to

put colors together that I found repulsive. Otherwise I would remain stuck.

In writing workshops, I have often told my students, "You must be will-

ing to write the worst junk in America. Go for the jugular. It anything scar} 141
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comes up, follow it; that's where the energy is." Yet when it came to painting, I

did not follow my own advice.

My paintings were dedicated to simple visual pleasure. I followed the god

of beauty, not depth. Albeit it was my personal idea of beauty, what pleased me.

For instance, the combination of red and brown: placing those two colors next

to each other or basing a painting on those two was so offensive to me that it

could cause me to put down my brush and quit painting altogether.

When I went to college in Washington, D.C., every week I'd go alone to

the Phillips Collection. I'd walk up to a particular Mark Rothko painting and

stop. It was a red square on a red background, and above the red square was an

ocher square. Both squares had softened edges, and all three—the red back-
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ground and the red and ocher squares—seemed to intensify each other. There

was a sense of shimmering, vibrating being. Just being. I don't know why, but I felt

I knew Rothko, like an old friend somewhere back in public school, fourth grade.

Then right around graduation I'd heard he committed suicide. A fourth-grade

friend whose life had gone amok, but there in that painting was his glowing life.

Not only his life, but life itself—the heart of it—right on the canvas before me.

Even now, thinking of it, I ache in my chest. How could he express so

much, know so much, and then kill himself? I wanted his knowledge to make

him happy. I knew that was naive of me, but I loved Mark Rothko because of

that painting. It stopped me dead in my life, made me quiet down, and one Sun-

day afternoon at the gallery, even a haiku I'd known from high school sprung

into my mind.

These red flowers of the plum

—

How red, how red they are,

How red, indeed!

(hen, translated by R. H. Blythe)

And just as I was getting saturated with red, the ocher in Rothko's piece

pushed me away, woke me up again so I could keep on discovering red's depths.

It gave me waves of feeling. Yet, I would never have put those two colors to-

gether. In my own painting, I would have thought it awful

—

all that red next to [45
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that deep gold—two other colors I found offensive together. I was full of opin-

ions about what belonged with what and this imprisoned me.

After I'd been home from the book tour for a month, I decided to take a

three-day workshop, entitled The Painting Experience, with Michell Cassou and

Stewart Cubley. I had read that they believed the power of painting lay in the

creative process, not in the product, and they encouraged their students to step

into the void of the white page with the spirit of exploration. I had a strong feel-

ing they could push me beyond my bonds of beauty.

"Nat-a-lee." Michell came behind me as I was poised, brush in hand, in

front of a piece of blank paper. She was the teacher and now I had to play stu-

dent. I wasn't sure I was going to like this. In her staccato English dosed with a

heavy French accent, she said, "What is holding you back? What if a crazy lady

painted this picture? Let yourself paint and do not worry about the results."

There were thirty of us in smocks, our papers pinned to the walls. I dipped my

brush in brown. I was going to paint a tree—the crazy lady would like a tree.

Then as I was in the middle of relaxing into my "pretty" scene, Michell snuck up

again and asked, "What could you do if you were not afraid of ruining this? Go

ahead, be brave, do it."

I wanted to ruin her, to turn around and smash the brush over her head,

but I'd traveled all the way to San Francisco to learn from her, so instead I sur-

rendered to her suggestions. I made the tree bleed. The bark was brown and I

146 grabbed red for blood and was throwing it on. I froze. Brown and red. No, not
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that ugly! I had definitely ruined my picture. And then I added red to the

leaves—they were bleeding, too. Ugh, green and red; it looked like Christmas!

Stewart came by. "I hate my picture," I told him. "Those colors to-

gether—nothing could be worse."

"Well, could you paint from those negative feelings? What could you

add.7" he asked me.

I hesitated. Then I dipped my brush in black and painted a stick-figure

man with a big penis fucking the earth. Ah-ha, that broke something open in

me. I painted blue gorillas ripping off doors and heads, sharks sawing off a medi-

tator's limbs by a stream. All with lots of red blood over brown earth and brown

meditators with the bleeding trees around them.

By the end of the workshop I felt exhausted and free, but I was still

haunted by my urge to create abstract pictures. 1 went up to Stewart to ask him

how I could paint them.

He said he thought the idea of abstraction was arbitrary and that mosl

paintings had both abstract elements and images in them.

I understood his point, but even so, what about Kandinsky, Helen

Frankenthaler, Agnes Martin? What about De Kooning, Joan Mitchell.' What

about the surface of a river pebble, the texture of a branch, the back oi my hand?

Perfect color, line, gradations of light and form, but without a name, .1 label

this is a house, and over here, a flower—just is~ness, center, without being am

thing, speaking directly and bypassing my image-making brain. When I looked 147
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at a Jackson Pollock, I telt as though something had >tepped out of the >kin that

contained it and instead approached me raw, from the inside.

I understood that human beiiv_T > were comfortable making meaning, cre-

ating with language and pictures things thev recognized and that validated their

lives. But now I wanted direct comprehension ot what it meant to be alive

—

wordless, unarticulated, through the inner cells, a knowing beyond our ordinary

way ot knowing. When Roshi died, I no longer could understand in the way I

previouslv had, and that's when I began to respond to the abstract in painting.

Perhaps it I learned how to paint that way, I could express the deep presence I

still felt from my teacher, even though he had been cremated and no longer

lived in the world ot form.

One day I was at Barbara Zanng's studio when she took out two paintings she

had done a while before and planned to exhibit in a new show.

"I didn't know you did abstractions," I said. "I want to know how." I telt

jealous, an emotion I am blessed not to teel otten. "Do you think you could ex-

plain how you did them?"

She nodded.

I went to her show many times and found mvselt always stopping in tront

of those two paintings. One was entitled. Pink Is All the Rage. It was a tidal wave

ot pure hot pink about to explode and take with it the whole paper, royal blue on

148 the right and a cooler green on the lett, but even with the green, I never got to
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relax because the pink was flanked by raging red. All the colors were pulled in to

express passion at its full, essential moment. At the gallery, I would lean so close

to study the painting that sometimes my breath would tog the glass. And there are

no lines, I'd think. No squares or triangles, circles or rectangles. It was as though

Barbara was able to ride on the pure ecstasy of color and leave form behind.

The other abstract was called 100 Ways to Get to Grey. Ah, my favorite

color! Barbara had told me, when I asked about the title, that there are manv av-

enues a painter can take to create gray. She said the dullest was mixing white

and black or simply using a tube of it all ready-made.

I looked closely at the painting. Indeed, there were many warm and cool

grays in that picture. I asked her how she made them. She said one ot her fa-

vorites was mixing alizarin crimson and viridian or phthalo green.

My eves widened. "I've never heard those names before." A painter knew

something about words I didn't know. I thought of the hundreds of tubes she had

and all those color names she had access to.

"You can mix any opposites on the color wheel to get gray: red and

green, violet and yellow, orange and blue. You have to add white to it. In this

piece, I also crossed media to come to gray." She pointed to the upper lett. "I put

down white acrylic and then overlapped it with graphite."

In Barbara's gray painting, a different explosion happens than in the pink

painting. In this one, the grays fall back away, and an inward explosion is telt.

150 Something deep in its own center has imploded and the result is a brilliant white
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that floods outward, oddly, conjuring up the amazing bloom of pussy willows on a

cold March day at the end of a dark season.

Six months after her show, I asked Barbara it I could just come over one

afternoon and paint.

She gave me a seat, space at a table, and spread out acrylics, dry pastels

and oil pastels, at least a hundred colors. The colors alone lit my heart.

The only instructions she gave me were, "If you put oil pastel down first,

you can't put dry pastel over it. It won't stick."

I nodded. I didn't know what she was talking about. I was so excited, I

just reached out for a square stick ot pale orange and drew a line across the page.

From that line I built a turquoise line next to it, and then an orange across it. I

reached for a brush and dipped it in red and made a smush in the corner. One

act at a time, I tried to let things breathe—me, the medium I held in my hand,

the paper.

Barbara worked at her easel across the room. We chatted a little. 1 didn't

look at what she was doing and she left me alone. This felt good.

At one point, I was stuck. I didn't know what to do next. 1 remembered a

video about Matisse that I had seen recently. Matisse had said that whenever he

wasn't sure, he grabbed for black. I'd always thought you weren't supposed to use

black. I reached for that color. I felt free.

It wasn't a good painting that I did, but 1 was happy, because 1 knew I'd

broken the code. I could sit in one place tor several hours and be engaged simply [5]
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in the act ot pushing color, line and form across the page. It was the beginning of

my entry out of the phenomenal world.

There is a Zen story about an old monk who practiced for over forty

years in a monastery and then became disgusted—I'm getting nowhere, he

thought—and decided to leave. As he walked down the path to the gate, with

his tew belongings on his back, he noticed that the walkway looked a bit messy.

He went to get a rake to smooth it out. As he raked the dirt, one pebble flew

out, hit some bamboo standing nearby, and made a sharp sound. The instant the

monk heard that sound, he became fully and completely enlightened.

As I put away the brushes and paints, I wondered what it was the old

monk understood. Was he able to see through the end of death? Could moving

deeper into nonrepresentational rorm and the pith oi color earn" me into the

essence of who we are and what it means to be alive and die?

I realized I had changed my relationship to painting. I was now going to

it as a path, a way to see clearly. It was no longer just something easy I did when

the work of writing was finished for the day. Previously I had always telt strongly

that it was important to take on one practice, as a place to chew and digest mv

lite and go out beyond any limit I had ever known, almost the way the prow of a

ship prods and explores the waxes ahead. My one practice had always been writ-

ing. I teared dilettantism: A painting isn't going well, I switch to a storv I'm

working on; the storv is at a hard point, I go roast a turkey with tanev sturf ine-

152 Nothing comes to completion, and I back away from mv own edge when things



get hard. I'd watched it happen with my friends and students and it scared me.

But now I was going to painting with a fundamental need, wanting to

work out my difficulties through brush, paint, form and color. Writing had

served me well, but I no longer had to be limited by it as my only tool. I had

confidence in myself from having made writing a deep practice. I was not flirting

with painting.

I felt much gratitude as I left Barbara's and I was very, very happy that

whole evening. As I made dinner and cut the carrots with a knife, 1 felt my hand

wanting to grab for a pastel, to feel its weight and texture in my hand.

Then two months later—I was still working at Barbara's studio nearly

every week—I found a book in an Albuquerque bookstore about the painter Ar-

shile Gorky. I remembered Julie Sullivan had shown me his paintings one time

when she came to work with me. I wasn't that interested in them then, but now

I examined them closely. Many were oil on canvas but they looked watery and

had odd amorphous forms and a certain jagged energy as though they had landed

from outer space and were trying to communicate not with our minds bur with

our livers or gall bladders or pancreases. I also noticed that Gorky had beautiful

titles for his paintings: Cornfield of Health 11, How My Mother's Embroidered

Apron Unfolds in M>' Life, Good Afternoon, Mrs. Lincoln, Love of the New Gun,

Summer Snow

.

I turned to the front of the book and flipped through the text, stopping

arbitrarily on page eighty-eight and reading a letter he'd written to his sister. is;



Then I read it again. The blood became quiet in my body. I was standing in a

bookstore on a busy street, but suddenly a great calm pervaded everything.

Abstraction allows man to see with his mind what he

cannot see physically with his eyes. . . . Abstract art enables the

artist to perceive beyond the tangible, to extract the infinite out

of the tmite. It is the emancipation of the mind. It is an explo-

ration into unknown areas.

Yes, that was it. I had been groping to express what was beyond my

paintings of red trucks, chickens, houses, buildings, chairs and tables. The mate-

rial world was a tine thing— I loved it, but it was no longer everything. There

were worlds beyond worlds. When my teacher died, I knew he was out there

where I couldn't physically see him, just at the edge of a chrysanthemum petal or

in the moment I turned my head, in the flash between neurons, or in sunlight, or

on a cold morning in the haze of a horse's breath. I wanted my paintings to com-

municate with him. I had to step out of form to do it.

^54



Where to view work by painters discussed in Living Color:

Phyllis Joyner

Paris»New York«Kent

Kent, Connecticut 06757

(860)927-4152

Ginger Mongiello

Fenix Gallery

228 Paseo Del Pueblo Norte

Taos, New Mexico 87571

(505)758-9120

Holly Roberts

Linda Durham Contemporary' Art Gallery

Galisteo, New Mexico 87540

(505)466-6600

Barbara Zaring

Total Arts Gallery

122-A Kit Carson Road

Taos, New Mexico 87571

(505) 758-4667

Julie Sullivan

Jack Meier Gallery

2310 Bissonnet

Houston, Texas 77005

(713)526-2983



Paintings by Natalie Goldberg are occasionally available for purchase. Contact:

Jean Leyshon

P.O. Box 3014

Taos, New Mexico 87571

Natalie's paintings also appear on cards and journals published by Brush Dance.

At selected bookstores, or call 1-800-531-7445
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"Natalie Goldberg paints as she writes—with a passionate, singular vision.

She captures in the dailiness of 'things'—a chair, a stove, a gap-toothed piano,

a jalopy—something divinely humorous and humorously divine.

Part memoir and pure magic, Living Color is a book of luminous humanity."
—^Julia Cameron, author of The Artist's Way and The Vein of

Gold: A Journey to Your Creative Heart

"Natalie Goldberg is a magician. Seeing the world through her eyes,

each of us becomes an artist at living and being—a wondrous feat. She says

she paints for love, and courage and joy leap from every page."

—Sue Bender, author of Everyday Sacred: A Woman's Journey Home
and Plain & Simple: A Woman's Journey to the Amish

"Natalie Goldberg is still unabashedly inquisitive, and gloriously capable of awe.

In her journey as a painter earning true knowledge about the spirit of art, she teaches

that allowing oneself to be entranced enables one to be filled with courage, and

to create at full bore. Like the rich pigments of her paintings, she transmutes the energy

color and texture of her own poignantly observed life into soulful words

and modern mythical images. By my sights, she is a true original, for her vision of

art is not derived solely through her sense of sight as any artist's would be,

but equally so, through a deep and completely faithful heart."

—Clarissa Pinkola Estes, Ph.D., author of Women Who Run With the Wolves,

The Gift of Story, and The Faithful Gardener
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"Natalie always astonishes me, for she says so naturally and openly what

I tend to keep hidden. Still I feel we are both toiling with the given and seek to

speak from our DNA, whatever the noise of the surface ego."

—Frederick Franck, author of Zen of Seeing

Visit Bantam's Web site at www.bdd.com


